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About the Regional Transit Feasibility Study
The Burlington-Graham Metropolitan Planning Organization (BGMPO) is 
looking to improve regional transit access to nearby destinations like 
Greensboro, Durham, and Chapel Hill. Equitable and innovative 
approaches are being considered to provide transit service, assess 
multimodal connections, reduce service overlap, determine cost-
effective ways to enhance service, evaluate safety performance targets 
and measures, and develop funding recommendations. Because transit 
funding is limited, understanding the tradeoffs and priorities for service 
improvements is central to the project.

This study is being developed by the BGMPO with support from partners 
at GoTriangle, Alamance County Transportation Authority (ACTA), 
Orange County Public Transportation, Link Transit, and Piedmont 
Authority for Regional Transportation (PART). It is supported by funding 
from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) 
Integrated Mobility Division.

This Tech Memo provides key information regarding the region’s transit 
market potential and current use of existing transit services. An 
understanding of existing conditions will help define project-specific 
goals and objectives, potential transit service coordination, and 
expansion plans and final recommendations. 

More information about the 
project is available at 
bgmpo.org/transitstudy. 
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Proposed Goals for the BGMPO Regional Transit Plan

Service Plan-Related Goals

1.  Maximize equitable access to transit services
a. Improve service span, coverage and frequencies in Justice40-designated areas

2.  Make transit a viable mode choice option for residents and visitors
a. Improve service span, coverage and frequencies to major trip destinations
b. Streamline route alignments where feasible to reduce transit travel times
c. Provide options for same day on-demand and paratransit service scheduling

3.  Eliminate existing barriers for riders to travel throughout the entire region
a. Improve route transfer opportunities (route connections and passenger facilities)
b. Facilitate easier transfers and coordinate fare payments between different service providers
c. Simplify and amplify transit information sources available to the public

4.  Improve overall transit service performance in the region
a. Identify appropriate transit service modes that align with transit market needs
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Proposed Goals for the BGMPO Regional Transit Plan

Governance and Funding-Related Goals

5.  Identify opportunities to better coordinate and/or consolidate transit services
a. Reduce service overlaps and/or duplication 

6.  Provide a regional transit decision-making forum
a. Identify and investigate alternative regional transit governance structures

7.  Maximizing transit funding opportunities (federal, state and local)
a. Identify and investigate new local funding opportunities for transit, such as a new tax or fee
b. Maximize local fund leveraging opportunities for federal and state funds
c. Identify an equitable means for distributing federal and state funds

8.  Encourage transit-supportive land uses and densities among study area communities
a. Work with local jurisdictions to develop policies that encourage density and destination 

clustering
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Overview
The market analysis provides an 
overview of where current and potential 
transit riders live, work, and travel. 
Demographic and environmental data 
are used to highlight where transit 
service is most needed and where it 
will be most effective.

Findings will help the BGMPO better 
understand patterns affecting transit 
demand and equitable access for area 
residents, informing potential 
strategies to deliver high-quality 
transit services for the community. 
Additional details on the market 
analysis methodology and source data 
is provided in this report’s appendix.
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Transit Supportive Density
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Total Population

Alamance County’s total population and density is 
comparable to neighboring Orange County, with 
169,185 residents—0.6 residents per acre—as of 2021. 
It grew about 1.7% per year between 2017 and 2021, 
adding a total of 11,341 new residents in 5 years 
(+7.2%). This growth rate was higher than Durham 
(+6.4%), Guilford (+3.9%), and Orange (+3.9%) 
Counties during this 4-year period.

Population Growth by County
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Population Density
Population density is one of the most 
important factors in determining 
underlying demand for transit. Higher 
concentrations indicate there are more 
people and destinations around to 
support transit use. 

The most densely populated areas are 
along the I-40 corridor in the cities of 
Burlington, Graham, and Mebane and 
around Elon University. Even in these 
areas, the block group with the highest 
density levels had 10 to15 residents per 
acre. That level of density typically 
supports transit service every 30 to 60 
minutes. 

Most of the BGMPO area has fewer than 2 
people per acre, a low level of density that 
is not typically well-suited for fixed route 
transit service.
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Low-Income Households

Concentrations and locations of low-
income households is another key 
factor in determining potential demand 
for transit. 

Within the BGMPO boundaries, there 
are an estimated 7 3 ,0 0 0  h ou seh old s , of 
w h ic h  3 1 %  h a ve a n  a n n u a l in c om e 
b elow  $ 3 5 ,0 0 0 . Low-income 
households are primarily around 
Burlington, with some census block 
groups having low-income households 
exceeding 65% of the block group’s 
total households. 
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Zero-Vehicle Households

Transit market potential can also be 
measured by determining 
concentrations and locations of zero-
vehicle households. 

Most block groups within the BGMPO 
boundary have 11% or fewer zero-
vehicle households. There are, however, 
higher densities of zero-vehicle 
households in central Burlington and 
in southeast Burlington along Maple 
Avenue. 
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Race and Ethnicity
In the United States, race is highly 
correlated with both personal income and 
generational wealth. As a result, residents 
of color tend to be overrepresented 
among those who ride transit, despite 
legacy policy and planning that historically 
excluded communities of color.  

The adjacent figure presents population 
densities by race and ethnicity. This figure 
illustrates higher concentrations of black 
residents in central Burlington areas 
particularly east of Alamance Road and 
north of I-40, and north of downtown 
Burlington between Rauhut Street and 
Webb Avenue. Hispanic residents are 
most represented on the east side of 
Burlington. 
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Limited English 
Proficiency
Residents with limited English 
proficiency (LEP) are more likely to be 
recent immigrants with limited access 
to personal vehicles to meet their 
transportation needs. 

The adjacent figure illustrates where 
there are concentrations of LEP 
residents. Areas with the highest 
concentrations tend to be on the east 
side of Burlington, which aligns with 
the race and ethnicity data showing this 
area having a high concentration of 
Hispanic residents. 
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Job Types

Clusters of different types of jobs can 
have implications for transit demand 
either because of average income per 
industry, variety in shift times, and 
remote work flexibility.

The BGMPO area shows patterns of 
industry clustering in Retail, Food, & 
Hospitality around the H u ffm a n  M ill  
R oa d  a n d  M eb a n e O a k s  R oa d  
c om m erc ia l c orrid ors , Government & 
Education around E lon  U n ivers ity  a n d  
Dow n tow n  Gra h a m , Healthcare along 
w estern  B u rlin gton , and some 
Manufacturing & Construction in 
sou th ea st  M eb a n e, S w ep son ville , a n d  
b etw een  B u rlin gton  a n d  Gra h a m .   
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Low-Wage Jobs

People who work in low-wage jobs are 
more likely to need transit for their 
commutes, as their income might make 
the costs associated with vehicle 
ownership unfeasible.

Many areas in the BGMPO region have a 
s ign ific a n t  sh a re of job s  with wages 
that equate to $40,000 per year or less. 
Several areas have a high density of 
these jobs including E lon , th e H u ffm a n  
M ill  R oa d  c om m erc ia l c orrid or, a n d  
Dow n tow n  Gra h a m , where more than 
80% of jobs earn below that 
benchmark.
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Off-Peak Hour 
Commutes
A review of residents with off-peak 
commutes can be an indication of the 
need for all-day transit services. 

As noted in the adjacent figure, a large 
percentage of BGMPO residents have 
commutes outside of the typical 6 to 9 
a.m. peak period. 
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Transit Propensity
Certain demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are 
related to higher transit usage, including people without cars 
and people living in low-income households. When significant 
numbers of individuals and households from these high-transit 
propensity groups cluster together, they can influence the 
underlying demand for transit to an extent not captured when 
only considering total population. Similarly, in a location where 
transit-supportive demographic groups have low representation, 
the level of potential transit demand may be lower than total 
population density alone would indicate.

Factors from a transit propensity analysis shows relative 
demand for transit in different areas as compared to the region 
and accounts for both issues. These factors measure the 
likelihood of the demographic groups listed to use transit to 
commute to work relative to the study area’s general population. 

The table to the right shows the transit index factor (TIF) for 
different demographic groups in Alamance County calculated 
against the total average to show their propensity to use transit. 
Any demographic group with a TIF greater than 1 is more likely 
than the general population to use transit. 

Demographic 
Characteristic

Relative 
Transit 

Propensity

% 
BGMPO 

Pop.
Race & Ethnicity

White Alone (Not Hispanic or Latino) 0.46 63%

Black or African American 2.81 20%

Asian 4.94 2%

Other Race 0.46 3%

Hispanic or Latino 0.14 12%

Household Vehicle Ownership

No Car 16.36 4%

One Car 0.49 28%

Two or More Cars 0.74 68%

Country of Origin

Native 1.02 92%

Foreign Born 0.84 8%

Household Income

Less than $10,000 5.31 6%

$10,000 - $15,000 0.00 4%

$15,000 - $25,000 0.07 10%

$25,000 - $35,000 0.33 11%

More than $35,000 0.83 69%
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Transit Propensity
A transit index factor (TIF) is assigned to 
each block group based on its 
demographics to show the propensity of 
its residents to use transit. 

Block groups that show above average 
transit propensity (>100%) include:

– Downtown Burlington

– Downtown Graham

– Lake Mackintosh

– Elon University

– Gibsonville

– Northeast Alamance County

Residents in rural areas in south central 
and north central Alamance County, as 
well as the west side of Downtown 
Burlington, have the lowest likelihood to 
use transit.
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Adjusted Population 
Density

A block group’s Transit Index Factor is 
multiplied by its unadjusted population 
density to provide an adjusted 
population density that reflects the 
likelihood of residents using transit.

Adjusting for population density allows 
for identification of areas by 
corresponding transit service 
frequencies.

Areas that may support transit service 
every 30 to 60 minutes include parts of 
Downtown Burlington just south of 
Church Street and part of Downtown 
Graham. 
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Employment Density
Commuting for work is the most common 
and consistent reason for taking transit, 
making job density another strong 
indicator of demand. Job locations also 
highlight add-on demand. For example, 
where restaurant, retail, and medical 
workers commute, customers and patients 
also travel to shop or receive care. 

Like population density, employment 
density in the BGMPO area is low, with 
fewer than 2 jobs per acre in most places. 
Jobs are concentrated around Downtown 
Burlington, Downtown Graham, Elon 
University, and a few commercial 
corridors like Huffman Mill Road and 
Webb Avenue. The densest job centers 
would support transit service every 30 to 60 
minutes.
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Composite Demand
The composite transit demand score 
combines adjusted population density 
and employment density. Looking at 
population density, socioeconomic 
characteristics, and employment 
density combined is the best way to get 
a complete understanding of the 
underlying demand as none of these 
three aspects of demand exist in 
isolation from one another.

Using a composite score of population 
and employment densities, most of the 
Burlington-Graham urban area, as well 
as Mebane, can support 60-minute 
local fixed route service, with some 
pockets having demand that could 
support 30-minute service (e.g., around 
Elon, the I-40 corridor, and central 
Burlington).
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Travel Patterns 2022

Replica is an online planning tool that shows actual 
travel pattern characteristics in a region. It uses 
location-based services (LBS) data (such as cell 
phone data) to track trip origin and destination 
data at a census block group level. 

For this study, fall 2022 data was reviewed to 
determine travel pattern characteristics within and 
to/from Alamance County and adjacent counties. 
As noted in the adjacent table, most weekday trips 
originating in Alamance County remain in 
Alamance County (86%). Of those trips leaving 
Alamance County, 55% are traveling west to 
Guilford County and 45% are traveling east to 
Orange and Durham Counties.

For those trips originating in adjacent counties 
and traveling to Alamance County, the split is 
identical (55% from Guilford County and 45% from 
Orange and Durham Counties).

Origin Weekday 
Trips Destination Weekday 

Trips

Alamance 647,554

Alamance 554,363

Guilford 51,619

Orange 28,270

Durham 13,302

Guilford 1,912,010

Alamance

50,491

Orange 457,603 28,595

Durham 994,592 13,234

Fall 2022 Weekday Trips 
Origins & Destinations by County
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Travel Densities 2022
Internal Trips

The adjacent figure illustrates trip activity 
on a census block group and average 
weekday basis for trips that begin and 
end within the BGMPO study area.

Most of the study area has fewer than 
10 daily person trips per acre. The areas 
with the highest trip activity are 
commercial areas along the I-40 and US 
70 corridors. 
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Travel Patterns 2022
External Trips

The adjacent figure illustrates trip activity on a 
census block group basis for trips that begin or 
end OUTSIDE of the BGMPO area. The colors 
indicate both relative level of travel based on trip 
density and where that level of travel is coming or 
going.

Areas with the highest trip density from both the 
east and west are nearest to the I-40 corridor 
covering Burlington, Graham, and South Mebane. 
Block groups on the west side of the BGMPO 
area typically have more trips connected to 
Guilford County, while block groups on the east 
side have more trips to/from Orange/Durham 
Counties. One exception appears to be along 
Hanover Rd between Burlington and Graham, 
which is central, but has more trips coming from 
Orange/Durham. Another exception is around 
Elon, which is further to the east, but has relatively 
even trip density from both east and west.
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Work Travel
Where BGMPO Workers Live

The 2020 US Census Longitudinal 
Employer-Household Dynamic (LEHD) 
Data indicates there are approximately 
67,000 tota l job s in  th e B GM P O  a rea . Half 
of these jobs are held by people living 
outside the BGMPO boundaries while the 
other half live within the BGMPO area.

Where BGMPO Residents Work

Of the 79,000 employed residents living 
within the BGMPO area, 58% of residents 
commute out for work. The main 
destinations are Guilford, Orange, and 
Durham Counties, comprising 32% of 
BGMPO residents. These work travel flows 
indicate significant demand for 
transportation services that can facilitate 
easy and convenient regional travel 
between counties.

50% of workers 
Work in BGMPO

Live outside of BGMPO 

58% of residents 
Live in BGMPO & Work outside of BGMPO 

50% of workers 
Work in BGMPO
& Live in BGMPO 

14% Work in
Guilford County

10% Work in
Orange County

8% Work in
Durham County
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Distance/Direction:
Commute Trips to BGMPO Jobs
2020 LEHD data was used to determine 
commute patterns to jobs within the BGMPO 
area. 

• M ore tr ip s  from  ou ts id e of th e stu d y a rea  
c om e from  th e w est  (Guilford County) than 
from the east (46% vs. 38%). 

• W ork ers  c om m u tin g in to th e a rea  h a ve 
sh orter c om m u tes  th a n  B GM P O  res id en ts : 
45% travel less than 10 miles compared to 
38% of BGMPO residents. 

• O ver h a lf  of a ll  in b ou n d  w ork ers  tra vel m ore 
th a n  10 m iles  a w a y to jobs within the 
BGMPO area. 

Jobs by Distance
Work Census Block to Home Census Block

Job Counts by Distance/Direction in 2020
All Workers

Job Density Count of Jobs
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Distance/Direction:
BGMPO Resident Trips to Jobs
2020 LEHD data was also used to determine 
commute patterns for BGMPO area 
residents. 

• Resident work trips leaving the study 
area are oriented slightly more towards 
the east and southeast to Orange, 
Durham and Wake Counties than to the 
west (46% vs. 43%). 

• Over 60 percent of all BGMPO area 
residents travel more than 10 miles to 
their jobs.

Jobs by Distance
Home Census Block to Work Census Block

Job Counts by Distance/Direction in 2020
All Workers

Job Density Count of Jobs
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S ystem  O verview

Existing Transit Service

Local Fixed Route Service
• Link Blue (1)
• Link Red (2)
• Link Orange (3)
• Link Green (4)
• Link Purple (5)
• Elon Express Danieley Center Tram
• Elon Express Haggard Avenue
• Elon Express University Drive

Regional Service
• PART Route 4
• OCPT Orange-Alamance Connector
• GoTriangle Orange-Durham Express (ODX)

On-Demand Service
• Link Paratransit Service (¾ mile buffer around 

Link fixed routes)
• ACTA (countywide service)
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Link Transit

• Link Transit operates five fixed routes 
plus paratransit (3/4-mile buffer 
around fixed routes)

• Fixed route and paratransit service is 
provided Monday through Saturday

• Weekday service span is generally 
6:30 am to 9:30 pm

• Saturday service span is generally 
9:30 am to 6:30 pm

• All routes operate at 90-minute 
service frequencies with timed 
transfers in Downtown Burlington

• All routes operate with one bus each
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Link Transit

Link Transit service began in 2016. By 2019, 
system ridership had grown to nearly 
112,000 annual passenger trips. Service 
was scaled back during the COVID-19 
pandemic and fully restored in June 2021. 
FY 2022 system ridership was over 147,000 
annual passenger trips, 32% above 2019 
(pre-COVID) levels. 

The Purple, Red and Orange routes 
account for 70% of Link Transit’s fixed 
route ridership. Paratransit trips are 
approximately 4% of total ridership.

Modifications were made this year to the 
Blue Route alignment and stops, and 
evening service was extended to 9:30 pm. 

Link Transit Annual Ridership by Route 
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Link Transit

The adjacent graph presents Link Transit 
fixed route ridership by time-of-day for a 
week in September 2022 (i.e., before 
evening service was extended to 9:30 pm). 
This graph reflects total ridership for the 
week (i.e., six days of ridership). 

Fixed route ridership is fairly consistent 
from 8 am to 6 pm, peaking around noon 
to 2 pm. 

Paratransit ridership for this single week 
was 148 passenger trips, averaging about 
29 to 30 trips per weekday. 

Link Transit Fixed Route Hourly Ridership: 
Week of September 12 - 17, 2022
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Link Blue (1)
FIXED ROUTE

Major Ridership Hotspots 
(10+ boardings & alightings)
• Worth Street Transfer Hub - 62
• Westbrook Shopping Center - 15

2022 Avg. 
Daily 

Ridership

Revenue 
Hours

Riders 
per Rev. 

Hour

Weekday 80 13.5 5.9

Saturday 46 9.0 5.1

Sunday No Sunday Service

Service Span
Monday – Friday: 5:45 am – 9:36 pm
Saturday: 9:30 am – 6:31 pm 
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Link Red (2)
FIXED ROUTE

Major Ridership Hotspots 
(10+ boardings & alightings)
• Worth Street Transfer Hub - 68
• Alamance Regional Medical Center - 35
• Garden Road / Walmart – 34
• Holly Hill Mall - 21

2022 Avg. 
Daily 

Ridership

Revenue 
Hours

Riders 
per Rev. 

Hour

Weekday 120 13.5 8.9

Saturday 56 9.0 6.2

Sunday No Sunday Service

Service Span
Monday – Friday: 6:30 am – 9:28 pm
Saturday: 9:30 am – 6:28 pm 
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Link Orange (3)
FIXED ROUTE

Major Ridership Hotspots 
(10+ boardings & alightings)
• Worth Street Transfer Hub - 80
• Alamance Community College - 31
• Graham Park & Ride Stop - 18
• Hanford Road/Maple Avenue - 16
• W. Pine Street/S. Maple Street - 13

2022 Avg. 
Daily 

Ridership

Revenue 
Hours

Riders 
per Rev. 

Hour

Weekday 100 13.5 7.4

Saturday 38 9.0 4.3

Sunday No Sunday Service

Service Span
Monday – Friday: 6:30 am – 9:25 pm
Saturday: 9:30 am – 6:20 pm 
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Link Green (4)
FIXED ROUTE

Major Ridership Hotspots 
(10+ boardings & alightings)
• Worth Street Transfer Hub - 50
• Hatch Street/Logan Street - 26
• North Park Library Green - 23

2022 Avg. 
Daily 

Ridership

Revenue 
Hours

Riders 
per Rev. 

Hour

Weekday 73 13.5 5.4

Saturday 22 9.0 2.4

Sunday No Sunday Service

Service Span
Monday – Friday: 5:35 am – 9:24 pm
Saturday: 9:30 am – 6:24 pm 
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Link Purple (5)
FIXED ROUTE

Major Ridership Hotspots 
(10+ boardings & alightings)
• Worth Street Transfer Hub - 96
• N. Mebane Street Walmart - 41
• Sellars Mills Church Street (Food Lion) - 24
• North Park Library Green - 21

2022 Avg. 
Daily 

Ridership

Revenue 
Hours

Riders 
per Rev. 

Hour

Weekday 116 13.5 8.6

Saturday 61 9.0 6.8

Sunday No Sunday Service

Service Span
Monday – Friday: 5:35 am – 9:31 pm
Saturday: 9:30 am – 6:26 pm 
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PART Route 4
FIXED ROUTE

• Route 4 service between Greensboro and 
Chapel Hill is generally peak period-
focused, with four stops within the study 
area

• Study area stops account for 
approximately 40% of total route ridership

• The highest ridership activity within the 
study area is at Mebane Cone Health Park 
& Ride (about half of total study area route 
ridership)

Daily Bus Trips by Location
• Alamance Regional: 11 trips
• Graham: 11 trips
• ACC: 13 trips
• Mebane Cone Health: 17 trips

2019 Daily 
Ridership

2022 Daily 
Ridership

Percent 
Change

Route 
Total 238 115 -54%

Alamance 
County 101 46 -52%
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GoTriangle Orange-
Durham Express (ODX)
FIXED ROUTE

2019 Daily 
Ridership

2022 Daily 
Ridership

Percent 
Change

Route 
Total 192 63 -67%

Alamance 
County 81 26 -67%

• ODX service is peak period-focused 
connecting Mebane and Hillsborough 
with Durham 

• The two stops in Mebane are at the 
Mebane City Hall and the Mebane Cone 
Health park-and-ride

• Mebane stops account for just over 40% of 
total route ridership, with higher ridership 
activity at the Mebane Cone Health park-
and-ride
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FIXED ROUTE

2019 Daily 
Ridership

2022 Daily 
Ridership

Percent 
Change

Route 
Total 376 229 -39%

Alamance 
County Unknown Unknown --

• The Orange-Alamance Connector provides 
hourly midday service between Mebane and 
Hillsborough. The route alignment in Mebane 
is the same as Go Triangle’s Route ODX

• Three stops are located in Mebane:
• Ashbury Blvd./US 70

• Mebane City Hall

• Mebane Cone Health Park-and-Ride

• Stop level ridership is not available for this 
route

Orange-Alamance 
Connector (OCPT)
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ACTA provides on-demand transportation 
throughout Alamance County for all county 
residents. Service operates Monday to Friday 
between 5 am and 5:30 pm. Reservations must be 
made by phone no later than 11 am the working 
day before the requested trip.

ACTA strives to provide a ride time of no more 
than 60 minutes. Passengers must allow for 
potential variations in pick-up and drop-off times 
of up to 30 minutes. This allowance is needed to 
accommodate the scheduling of multiple 
passenger trips. 

Within the Link Transit service area, ACTA can 
pick-up or drop-off passengers only if one end of 
the trip is outside of the Link Transit service area. 

ACTA On Demand
ON DEMAND SERVICE
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ACTA On Demand
ON DEMAND SERVICE

ACTA Monthly Ridership
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ACTA transported nearly 73,000 
passenger trips in 2019 and 61,300 trips 
in 2022. As shown in the adjacent graph, 
2022 monthly ridership was generally 
lower than 2019 ridership at the 
beginning of the year but is more 
comparable towards the end of the year, 
indicating that ridership has returned to 
pre-COVID levels. 

In the Fall of 2022, ACTA was carrying 
approximately 300 passenger trips each 
weekday, an average of approximately 
1.5 passenger trips per revenue-hour. 
Saturday ridership is much lower and is 
typically around 15 passenger trips each 
weekday. 
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2022 Trip Origins and Destinations

ACTA On Demand
ON DEMAND SERVICE

Origin Destination Trips % of Trips

Urban Urban 33,692 61%

Urban Rural 9,350 17%

Rural Urban 10,788 19%

Rural Rural 1,586 3%

The adjacent map used 2022 ACTA ridership data 
to illustrate “hot spot” locations of significant pick-
up/drop-off activity. Most ACTA trip activity occurs 
in the urbanized area (i.e., Burlington, Graham, 
Elon, Gibsonville and Mebane). 

Over 60 percent of ACTA trips have both an origin 
and a destination within the urbanized area. 
Another 36 percent have one end of the trip 
(either origin or destination) in the urbanized area 
with the other end in a rural area.
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Elon Express provides free transportation to Elon 
University students, faculty, staff and is open to 
the public. 

• The Danieley Center Tram operates every 10 
minutes from 7 am to 2 am, seven days a 
week. 

• The Haggard Avenue route operates every 15 
minutes from 7 am to 6 pm and every 30 
minutes from 6 pm to 10 pm, Mondays 
through Friday.

• The University Drive Line operates every 35 
minutes Wednesday through Sunday and 
provides service to commercial areas that are 
off-campus. Service starts at 4 pm on 
Wednesdays through Fridays and at noon on 
weekends. Service ends at 10 pm on Wed., 
Thur., and Sunday and at midnight on Friday 
and Saturday.

Elon Express 
FIXED ROUTE
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PART also provides regional vanpool service 
in the BGMPO service area. This program 
provides eligible groups of three or more 
commuters with a 7 or 15 passenger van to 
use for work commutes. Monthly leases 
include the vehicle, insurance, 
maintenance, gas and an Emergency Ride 
Home. Monthly fares are based on the 
average daily round trip miles with monthly 
costs divided among the riders. 

PART’s website identifies three active 
vanpools in the study area. One van 
operates between Graham and Chapel Hill. 
The second operates between Graham and 
Durham. The third vanpool operates 
between Burlington and Durham. 

Vanpools
RIDESHARE PROGRAM
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Share the Ride is a statewide program that 
helps commuters find alternative 
transportation options. Their website includes a 
carpool match database, where commuters 
can find commuters with similar commuting 
patterns and form carpools. Commuters can 
search their database by employer or university. 
The website also includes an option to find 
one-time trip matching, such as to concerts 
and sporting events. 

Share the Ride NC
RIDESHARE PROGRAM
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Current Fare Structure by Provider

Provider One-Way Trip Fee

Link Transit Free (fares to be reinstated Fall of 2023)

Alamance County Transportation Authority 
(ACTA) $5 for on-demand rides

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation 
(PART)

$2.50
Free for UNC employees and students with UNC Xpass

Orange County Public Transportation 
(OCPT)

$2
Free for riders over age 60 or under age 6 and people with disabilities
$1 for children ages 6 – 17 

GoTriangle Free through June 30th, 2024, then:
• Regional: $2.25
• Express: $3.00
Free for riders over age 65 or under age 18
Discounted fees for people with Medicare or disabilities (Regional: $1.00, 
Express: $1.25)
Various multi-day passes also available

Elon Express Free & open to the public
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Current Time Coverage by Provider - Weekdays

5 
am

6 
am

7 
am

8 
am

9 
am

10 
am

11 
am

12 
pm

1 
pm

2 
pm

3 
pm

4 
pm

5 
pm

6 
pm

7 
pm

8 
pm

9 
pm

10 
pm

11 
pm

12 
am

1 
am

2
am

3 – 5 
am

Link Transit

ACTA On-Demand 
Service

PART Route 40

OCPT Orange-
Alamance 
Connector

GoTriangle
Orange-Durham 

Express (ODX)

Elon Express

Service Operating* No Service Operating

Service spans shown reflect approximate service availability within BGMPO boundaries. Not all Elon Express routes operates the full service span 
shown in this table. 
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Current Time Coverage by Provider - Saturday
Service Operating* No Service Operating

5 
am

6 
am

7 
am

8 
am

9 
am

10 
am

11 
am

12 
pm

1 
pm

2 
pm

3 
pm

4 
pm

5 
pm

6 
pm

7 
pm

8 
pm

9 
pm

10 
pm

11 
pm

12 
am

1 
am

2
am

3 – 5 
am

Link Transit

ACTA On-Demand 
Service

PART Route 40

OCPT Orange-
Alamance 
Connector

GoTriangle
Orange-Durham 

Express (ODX)

Elon Express

Service spans shown reflect approximate service availability within BGMPO boundaries. Not all Elon Express routes operates the full service span 
shown in this table. 
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Current Time Coverage by Provider - Sunday
Service Operating*

5 
am

6 
am

7 
am

8 
am

9 
am

10 
am

11 
am

12 
pm

1 
pm

2 
pm

3 
pm

4 
pm

5 
pm

6 
pm

7 
pm

8 
pm

9 
pm

10 
pm

11 
pm

12 
am

1 
am

2
am

3 – 5 
am

Link Transit

ACTA On-Demand 
Service

PART Route 40

OCPT Orange-
Alamance 
Connector

GoTriangle
Orange-Durham 

Express (ODX)

Elon Express

Service spans shown reflect approximate service availability within BGMPO boundaries. Not all Elon Express routes operates the full service span 
shown in this table. 

No Service Operating
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Service Equity

Equity in the provision of transit services is a core consideration of the BGMPO. Populations 
of an equity focus include low-income households, zero-vehicle households, persons of color, 
and persons with limited English proficiency (LEP). These groups tend to use transit at higher 
rates than the public and have high overlap in the central BGMPO area.

• N ea rly  on e-th ird  of B GM P O  h ou seh old s  a re  in  p overty . These households, comprising 
44% to over 65% of all households within some block groups, generally live in central 
Burlington and near Graham where population densities are highest as well as near 
Elon University and in less urbanized areas north of Burlington.

• A b ou t 1  in  1 0  B GM P O  h ou seh old s  d o n ot  h a ve a  c a r . Households without access to a 
car rely more on transit. These households have high overlap with low-income residents 
and tend to live centrally in Burlington.

• R es id en ts  of c olor a re  a lso c en tra lly  loc a ted  in  B u rlin gton , with higher concentrations 
of Black and Hispanic residents to the north and east of Downtown Burlington as well 
as around Graham.

• P erson s  w ith  LE P  h a ve overla p  w ith  B u rlin gton ’s  H isp a n ic  p op u la t ion , c om p ris in g u p  
to 1  in  4  p eop le  in some block groups in central and east Burlington.

Data Source: U.S. Census ACS 2021 5-year estimates
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Justice40

The federal government has a recent initiative 
that 40% of the overall benefits of certain federal 
investments flow to disadvantaged communities 
that are marginalized, underserved, and 
overburdened by pollution. The goal of this 
Justice40 Initiative is to transform federal 
programs across the government to ensure that 
disadvantaged communities receive the 
benefits of new and existing federal 
investments.

Several regions in the BGMPO study area are 
considered disadvantaged communities under 
Justice40 from Burlington to Mebane along the 
I-70 corridor, as well as areas in the southeast. 
Among the disadvantaged communities, only the 
census tracts along Hwy 54 were considered 
transportation burdened. Existing transit routes 
are overlayed on this map.

Can we generate a map 
that shows Justice40 
geographic areas using 
USDOT’s equity analysis 
tool, with our transit routes 
as an overlay?  
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USDOT Transportation 
Disadvantaged Tracts
In addition to Justice40, USDOT has analyzed 
communities burdened by underinvestment in 
transportation through the dimensions of 
Transportation Insecurity, Climate and Disaster 
Risk Burden, Environmental Burden, Health 
Vulnerability, and Social Vulnerability. These 
metrics are then compared to other census 
tracts at both a federal and state level.

Areas considered disadvantaged in the 
BGMPO boundaries surround Burlington and 
reach north and east. Most of the 
disadvantaged areas are facing burdens related 
to Health Vulnerability, Social Vulnerability, and 
Transportation Insecurity, with people living in 
the disadvantaged areas around Webb Ave also 
facing disadvantage related to environmental, 
climate, and disaster burdens.
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North Carolina DOT
Transportation Disadvantaged Index
The recently-completed BGMPO Transportation 
Safety Plan includes findings from an equity 
analysis following methodology from the NCDOT. A 
Transportation Disadvantaged Index (TDI) is 
calculated for each census block by considering 
poverty and zero-vehicle households, and BIPOC, 
disability, senior and under 18 populations.  

The adjacent map from the Transportation Safety 
Plan illustrates several block groups with a high 
TDI factor on the east side of Burlington, in 
Graham and in Green Level. Many of these block 
groups in Burlington have fixed route transit service 
with Link Transit, but only select block groups in 
Graham and no block groups in Green Level have 
fixed route transit service. 

From the BGMPO Transportation Safety Plan 
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Food Access
While locations providing food access 
cover most of the Burlington, Graham, 
and Mebane urbanized areas, many 
options for residents are convenience 
stores, which typically lack a large 
selection and variety of healthy foods. 
Food pantries provide relief to low-
income and underserved communities 
and are primarily located in central 
areas with some rural locations.

Of all locations that offer food, 28% are 
food pantries, while 58% are 
convenience stores.
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Safety

The BGMPO’s Transportation Safety Plan includes 
an appendix identifying existing bus stops with a 
high priority for safety improvements. Criteria 
used to identify those bus stops were:

• Is the bus stop located along the project’s 
defined High Injury Network?

• What is the crash history at that location?

• Do causes of crashes fall within any of the 
study’s defined Emphasis Areas (e.g., alcohol, 
speed-related)?

• Is the bus stop within a defined equity area?

• What is the stop ridership?

Eight stop locations were identified as being a 
priority for safety improvements, as shown on 
the adjacent map. Potential countermeasure 
treatments identified in the report include 
sidewalks, high visibility crosswalks, HAWK signals 
and lighting. 
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Current Transit Funding Sources
• Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds, supplemented 

with State funds, provide operating and capital assistance 
for area service providers

• Local funding sources used to fund transit service within 
the BGMPO study area include:

• Passenger fares

• Vehicle registration tax (e.g., Burlington has a $5.00 per 
vehicle tax in place to help support Link Transit)

• Rental vehicle tax: (e.g., PART has 5% rental vehicle tax in 
place to help support Express service)

• ½ cent sales tax: (e.g., Orange County has a ½ cent sales tax 
in place to support OCPT and GoTriangle service) 

• Local government general funds (e.g., Alamance County 
provides some support to ACTA through general funds)

• Other contracted service / funding agreements: (e.g., 
Alamance Community College provides funds to support 
transit to their campuses)

F u n d in g



• Federal funding from FTA Section 5307 and 5339

• Local funding includes $5.00 vehicle registration tax for 
vehicles registered in City of Burlington

• Additional local funding partners are Gibsonville, 
Alamance County, Elon & Alamance Community College

Govern a n c e a n d  F u n d in g
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Link Transit

• Governed by Burlington City 
Council

• Advised by Public Transportation 
Advisory Commission with 
representation from:

• Burlington

• Gibsonville

• Alamance County

• Elon

• Operations administered by 
Burlington Department of 
Transportation

• Service contracted to Transdev

68%

13%

8%

7% 4%

Federal Burlington Vehicle Regist. Tax State Partners

Governance

Budget/Funding

• FY 24 budget = $3.4 million
• $2.69 million Operations
• $0.72 million Capital

Breakdown of FY 24 
revenue sources 



• Federal funds include 5307, 5310, 5311, 5399

• Local funding sources include contracted services (e.g., 
DSS) and from Alamance County general funds

• Revenue from local contracted services eligible for use 
for federal match

Govern a n c e a n d  F u n d in g
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ACTA

• Governed a 5-member Board of 
Trustees with representation from:

• 3 members assigned by Alamance 
County

• 1 member assigned by Burlington

• 1 member assigned by Burlington-
Graham MPO

• A Transportation Advisory Board 
meets quarterly to provide 
guidance

• Service is operated directly by 
ACTA staff

60%
29%

11%

Federal Local/Other State

Governance
• FY 24 budgeted expenditures = $2.5 million

• $1.96 million Operations
• $0.53 million Administrative

Breakdown of FY 24 
revenue sources

Budget/Funding
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PART

• PART is a regional government created under 
NCCGS 160A, Article 27

• Governed by a 22-member Board of Trustees 
with representation from:

• A commissioner from 9 member counties

• Representatives from four largest cities 
(Burlington, Greensboro, High Point, Winston-
Salem

• Representatives of the four MPOs

• Representatives of the two regional airports

• Two representatives from NCDOT Board of 
Transportation

• Service contracted through National Express

• Also provides Regional Program 
Management to member agencies that 
includes vanpool, TDM, call center and 
custodian of the regional travel demand 
model

Governance

• FY 24 expenditures budget = $7.38 million PART 
Express Operations

• $1.25 million – PART Route 4 operations costs 

• Rental vehicle tax/vehicle registration taxes are 
collected for services provided in the territory PART 
Express operates across 9 member counties

• Alamance County vehicle registration tax generates 
about $200,000

• Federal funding from FTA Section 5307

Budget/Funding
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Orange County Public Transportation

• Governed by the Orange County 
Board of County Commissioners

• Advised by the Orange Unified 
Transportation Board (OUTBoard)

• Service is operated directly by 
Orange County

Governance Budget/Funding

• FY 24 operating budget = $1.3 million

• Majority of local funding through countywide ½ cent 
sales tax with additional funds from rental car tax and 
vehicle registration fee

• OCPT receives a portion of these funds, with other 
recipients being GoTriangle, Chapel Hill Transit and 
DCHC MPO

• Federal funds received by OCPT from FTA: Section 5307 
and 5311
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GoTriangle

• Governed a 13-member Board of 
Trustees with representation from:

• Wake, Durham and Orange 
Counties

• Cities of Raleigh, Durham and Cary

• Town of Chapel Hill

• NC Board of Transportation

Governance Budget/Funding

• FY 24 operating budget = $37.7 million (for All 
GoTriangle services)

• $28.6 million towards transit operations

• Local funds generated from vehicle registration fees, 
rental car tax and ½ cent local sales tax in member 
counties

• Orange and Durham Transit Plan Funds provide local 
funding for Route ODX (50% each) 

• Federal funds from FTA Section 5307
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Transit Funding Process

BGMPO Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan (MTP) 2045

Adopted June 2020

State Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP)

 2024-2033

BGMPO’s Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP)

Subset of STIP

Input through 
Strategic 

Prioritization 
Process)

The MTP is the Burlington-Graham’s fiscally-
constrained long-range transportation plan 
(LRTP). The STIP is a state plan that identifies 
projected funding for North Carolina 
transportation projects over a 10-year period. 
Projects identified in the TIP need to be in the 
MPO’s long-range plan. The BGMPO TIP is a 
subset of the STIP. 

BGMPO’s FY 24 draft TIP identifies the 
following committed funding projections for 
the FY 2024-FY 2027 four years of the STIP for 
transit services within the BGMPO study area:

• $47.4 million in operating assistance

• $14.2 million in capital assistance

• $3.3 million for preventative maintenance

• $1.4 million for other projects/services

F u n d in g
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Federal Transit Administration 
Section 5307 Allocation Process

• The City of Burlington, in partnership with the BGMPO, administers FTA Section 5307 funds 
apportioned to the Burlington-Graham Urbanized Area (UZA).

• Suballocation methodology follows data-driven approach based on each agency’s share of 
the UZA population, population density share, and UZA low-income population. 

FY 2023 Section 5307 Suballocation Amounts

Transit 
Buffer Areas

UZA
Population 

Buffer

Area 
(sq. mi.)

Population
Density

Density 
Share

Weighted 
Population 

Density 
Allocation

TDI*
Population

UZA 
Allocation 
< 200,000

Nov. 15, 2023 
TC Approved 

Allocation

March 2023 
Revised %

Revised 
Allocation

Link Transit 75,633 37.870 1,997.175 1,079.600 1,270.369 40,859 117,762.369 $  1,993,549.80 0.603 $      2,004,627.10 

PART 29,225 16.210 1,802.899 376.584 400.022 n/a 29,625.022 $  4,319,935.79 0.152 $          504,296.26 

ACTA 23,621 41.470 569.592 96.161 32.271 8,005 31,658.271 $      631,290.71 0.162 $          538,907.54 

GoTriangle 5,718 3.225 1,773.023 72.459 75.694 2,277 8,070.194 $      132,903.32 0.041 $          137,376.05 

OCPT 5,718 3.225 1,773.023 72.459 75.695 2,277 8,070.194 $      132,903.32 0.041 $          137,376.05 

Transit Buffer Total 139,915 102.000 7,915.713 1,697.264 195,186.049 $  3,322,583.00 $      3,322,583.00 

UZA Total Area 139,915 102.000 7,915.713 1,697.264 195,186.049

*Transportation Disadvantaged Index
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Market Analysis

A composite transit demand analysis 
indicates that most of the Burlington-
Graham urban area, as well as Mebane, 
can support 60-minute local fixed 
route service, with some pockets 
exhibiting demand that might support 
30-minute service (e.g., around Elon, 
the I-40 corridor, and central 
Burlington).

All Link Transit fixed routes operate at 
90-minute service frequencies. Further, 
there are areas that are likely 
supportive of 60-minute or better 
service frequencies that presently have 
little or no service, such as areas within 
Graham and Mebane. 
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Service to Points of 
Interest
The adjacent map presents major points of interest 
in the BGMPO study area, overlaid with the existing 
transit network. Most major points of interest have 
some level of connection to fixed route transit. 
Notable service gaps include:

• Public high schools to the south including 
Southwest Alamance High School and Southern 
Alamance High School and Mt. Hermon 
Community Center

• Eastern Alamance High School, Pleasant Grove 
Community Center, and Food Lion to the 
northwest of Mebane

• Western Alamance High School to the northwest 
of Burlington

It is important to keep in mind that this map 
illustrates current fixed route service coverage in 
relation to major points of interest and does not 
indicate if current service frequencies and/or span 
are adequately addressing service needs at each 
point of interest.
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Travel Patterns

When analyzing total travel patterns, 
most trips overall remain within the 
BGMPO study area boundaries. 

However, a closer review indicates 
significant work trips to the west 
(Greensboro area) and to the east 
(Durham and Chapel Hill areas).

About 58% of BGMPO area resident 
work trips travel outside of the area, 
with an approximate 43% split to the 
west and 46% split to the east.

Commute Patterns to BGMPO Employment Sites

Commute Patterns of BGMPO Residents
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Transit Service Assessment
• Link Transit ridership has surpassed pre-

pandemic levels with approximately 500 
passenger trips each weekday in 2022, an 
average of approximately 7.5 trips per 
revenue-hour. 

• ACTA’s ridership has also returned to 
pre-pandemic levels, averaging 
approximately 300 trips each weekday in 
2022 (approximately 1.5 passenger trips 
per revenue-hour).

• PART’s Route 4 ridership has not 
rebounded to pre-pandemic levels, 
averaging 115 passenger trips per 
weekday in 2022, of which 46 trips were 
boarding at the four stops within the 
study area.

• OCPT’s Orange-Alamance Connector 
and GoTriangle’s Route ODX have also 
seen significant ridership declines from 
pre-pandemic levels with low ridership 
activity at stops within the study area. 
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Transit Service Challenges

Frequency and Span. Current route service frequencies and span can limit a resident’s 
ability to use existing available transit services. Local routes operate infrequently (every 90 
minutes). Regional routes have limited hours of service that make use of transit difficult for 
people with non-traditional work hours.

Coverage. Existing local fixed route service is limited to Burlington, Elon and portions of 
Gibsonville and Graham. Regional transit services are focused on travel to the east, and not 
to Greensboro.

Route Design. Current fixed route design can result in lengthy trip times for travel that is 
relatively short in distance.  

Advanced Service Reservation Requirements. Paratransit service is available for most 
residents within the BGMPO service area and on-demand service is available for most 
residents outside of the Link Transit service area. However, prior day reservations are 
required, and trip times can be lengthy.

There are several challenges that a rider faces when trying to use transit within 
the BGMPO service area:
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Transit Service Challenges

Overlapping Service Areas. Paratransit service can be confusing for a rider within the Link 
Transit service area. Link Transit provides paratransit service for trips that begin and end 
within ¾ mile of fixed route service. ACTA provides general purpose demand response 
service for trips that have only one end of the trip within the Link Transit service area and the 
other end outside of the Link Transit service area. A rider must know which agency to 
contact. 

Multiple Service Providers. Riders must also be knowledgeable about multiple systems to 
address their local and regional travel needs. There is no single website to access information 
about all available services and to understand route alignments and schedules on a 
comprehensive basis.

Changing Commute Patterns. The transit service analysis indicates that ridership on routes 
operated by PART, GoTriangle and OCPT have not yet rebounded to pre-pandemic patterns, 
which correlates with changing post-pandemic work commute trends. Consideration needs 
to be given to regional service performance improvement approaches. 

Transit-Supportive Densities. The market analysis identified the central portion of the study 
area as the only geographic area supportive of fixed route service. Within that area, there are 
a few pockets where there is sufficient density to support 30-minute or better transit service. 
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Data Sources
A market analysis of the BGMPO are and adjacent counties 
was conducted to guide the short- and long-term 
recommendations made by the project team for the 
Regional Transit Feasibility Study. Factors that influence the 
patterns of transit use, such as density, land development, 
and commute patterns were examined in the region using 
the data sources listed below. Resulting maps can be found 
in the full Market Analysis document.
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Component Year Data Source Scale

Population Density 2021 American Community Survey 
5-Year Estimates

Census 
Block Group

Transit Index Factor 2021 American Community Survey 
5-Year Estimates Census Tract

Adjusted 
Population Density 2021 American Community Survey 

5-Year Estimates
Census 

Block Group

Employment Density 2020 Longitudinal Employer-Household 
Dynamics

Census 
Block Group

Composite Demand - Adjusted Population + 
(2 x Employment Density)

Census 
Block Group

Jobs 2020 Longitudinal Employer-Household 
Dynamics Census Block

Travel Patterns 2022 Replica Places Census 
Block Group



Population 
Density 
Calculations

Residents per acre was calculated by block group using 
the ACS 5-year estimates for Alamance County, as well 
as Orange, Guilford, and Durham Counties. 

Based on industry best practices and research by 
Nelson\Nygaard, the following breaks were used to 
interpret the population density data and the 
corresponding levels of transit service.
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Population Density 
(people/acre)

Appropriate Frequency 
(minutes)

2 or fewer 60 or more

2 to 10 60

10 to 15 30 to 60

15 to 30 15 to 30

Greater than 30 15 or fewer



Transit Index 
Factor and 
Adjusted 
Population 
Density

Different socioeconomic and demographic factors influence a 
person’s likelihood of using transit. To account for this, an 
adjusted population density was calculated using a Transit Index 
Factor (TIF). A TIF demonstrates how much certain demographic 
groups are more or less likely than average to use transit. The 
TIFs used in this analysis were calculated specifically for the 
BGMPO area, as shown below.

The TIFs were used to calculate an individual transit propensity 
score for each census tract based on its demographic makeup. 
This score is multiplied by the raw population count to calculate 
the adjusted population by tract. Adjusted population was 
applied to the block group by consolidating tracts within their 
block group.

The same modified land area used in the population density 
calculation was also used for adjusted population density. The 
same data breaks were used to interpret the adjusted 
population density data and the corresponding levels of transit 
service as used for the raw population density calculation.
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131

9,610 1 vehicle households in BGMPO

1 vehicle households that use transit in 
BGMPO

=  1.36%

1.36%

1.05% Total transit mode share in 
BGMPO

Transit mode share of 1 vehicle households 
in BGMPO

=  1.30 Transit index factor for 1 vehicle households in 
BGMPO

Transit mode share for 1 vehicle households in 
BGMPO



Employment 
Density

The employment density metric measures the number of 
jobs located within a block group, rather than the 
number of employed residents who live in that block 
group. Jobs per acre was calculated using the 
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) for 
Alamance, Guilford, Orange, and Durham Counties. 

As in the case of the population density measure, the 
land area used for the calculation was modified to 
exclude water bodies. Based on industry best practices 
and research by Nelson\Nygaard, the following breaks 
were used to interpret the employment density data and 
the corresponding levels of transit service.
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Employment Density 
(jobs/acre) Appropriate Frequency (minutes)

2 or fewer 60 or more

2 to 5 60

5 to 10 30 to 60

10 to 15 15 to 30

Greater than 15 15 or fewer



Composite 
Transit Demand

The number of people per acre and jobs per acre were 
combined to show an overall composite transit demand by 
block group. Employment density was weighted twice in 
this calculation to account for the fact that jobs represent 
more transit use because most trips on transit are work 
trips, and because many job types attract customer trips as 
well as employee trips.

Based on industry best practices and research by 
Nelson\Nygaard, the following breaks were used to 
interpret the employment density data and the 
corresponding levels of transit service.
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Population Density 
(jobs/acre) Appropriate Frequency (minutes)

2 or fewer 60 or more

2 to 5 60

5 to 10 30 to 60

10 to 15 15 to 30

Greater than 15 15 or fewer



Job Types and 
Low Wage Jobs

Job data was categorized by North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS) code and mapped by 
company size and industry at the block level. The resulting 
concentrations of job types showed possible high activity 
transit generators.
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Travel Patterns
Replica Places is an activity-based travel model that 
simulates where residents, visitors, and commercial vehicle 
travel happens in an area on a typical day. Replica data is 
grounded in multiple private and public source datasets, 
including data from personal mobile devices, demographic 
data from public and private sources, credit transaction 
data for consumer spending, and more. More information 
about their source methodology can be found on their 
website (https://my.replicahq.com/).

For the market analysis, Replica Places data was used at 
the census block group level for the BGMPO area. Total 
trips within a block group and total trips between two 
distinct block groups were combined to assess overall 
travel patterns in the region on a given weekday in 2019 
and 2021. 

For work travel patterns, LEHD’s OnTheMap data was used, 
which analyzes 2020 work travel patterns at the block level 
and identifies origin-destination data for residents and jobs 
within a selected study area. This data also includes 
distance, direction, and wage thresholds.
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https://my.replicahq.com/
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About The Regional Transit Feasibility Study 
The Burlington-Graham Metropolitan Planning Organization (BGMPO) is 
looking to improve regional transit access to nearby destinations like 
Greensboro, Durham, and Chapel Hill. Equitable and innovative 
approaches are being considered to provide transit service, assess 
multimodal connections, reduce service overlap, determine cost-
effective ways to enhance service, evaluate safety performance targets 
and measures, and develop funding recommendations. Because transit 
funding is limited, understanding the tradeoffs and priorities for service 
improvements is central to the project.

This study is being developed by the BGMPO with support from partners 
at GoTriangle, Alamance County Transportation Authority (ACTA), 
Orange County Public Transportation, Link Transit, and Piedmont 
Authority for Regional Transportation (PART). It is supported by funding 
from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) 
Integrated Mobility Division.

More information about the project is available at bgmpo.org/transitstudy. 

P rojec t  a n d  M em o O verview
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About This Tech Memo
Community engagement has been an important element 
throughout this project, consisting of the following activities:

• At the beginning of the project an 18-question on-line survey 
was conducted to learn about priorities residents have 
regarding transit priorities in the region. This survey was 
available on-line and advertised via e-blasts, notices at bus stop 
shelters and various community events.

• Phone interviews were conducted with government and 
community agency stakeholders in the region.

P rojec t  a n d  M em o O verview

• Two rounds of public meetings were held. The first public meeting shared findings on this project’s 
existing conditions analysis and solicited input regarding transit investment priorities. The second 
public meeting shared project recommendations and solicited input regarding future service and 
funding scenario preferences.

• A second on-line community survey was also conducted at the end of this project to solicit input 
regarding future service and funding scenario preferences. 

This Tech Memo presents key findings from these community engagement efforts. 
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Community Survey Overview
This survey was an opportunity for community members to give 
input on their priorities for potential transit improvements.

The 18-question survey took about 10 minutes to complete, with 
questions focused on:

• Experience with and purposes for riding transit in the 
region (Q1 – Q6)

• Priority improvements for fixed route local bus service, on-
demand transit service, regional express bus service, and 
vanpool/carpool (Q7-Q11)

• How to prioritize spending across different types of 
improvements (Q12)

• Open-ended comments about improvements (Q13)
• Respondent demographics/background (Q14-Q18)

In addition to this survey, community members were invited to 
join an in-person or virtual meeting in August 2023 to share their 
input on key issues. 
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Survey Process & Responses
The on-line survey was available on-line for 5 weeks 
from July 24 to September 4, 2023 and was available 
in English and Spanish. 

Survey promotional efforts included the following 
activities:

• Social media on BGMPO, partner transit agency, 
and city accounts 

• Press release with articles in local publications

• Flyers and posters at bus stops

• Tabling at community events

• Direct outreach to community organizations

• Project mailing list

• Project website

Overall, we received 267 completed surveys, of 
which 255 were received on-line and 12 via paper.  
Administrative requirements for Title VI reporting 
were considered in the survey content and process. 
The following pages present survey question 
responses. 
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Question 14: Which ZIP code do you live in?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

20%

17%

11%

11%

9%

7%

2%

1%

1%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20%

3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

27253
27215
27244
27340
27302
27217
27349
27201
27202
27298
27216
27220
27258
27359

Outside Alamance…
Prefer not to answer

Respondent Home ZIP Code
(N = 169)

27244

People who live across the study area were represented, 
including both urban and rural areas, as well as people 
who work in the study area but live elsewhere (20%).
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Q15: Where do you work?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

28%
20%

13%
12%

7%
7%

3%
2%
2%

2%
1%
1%

1%
1%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Elon
Burlington

I am not currently employed
Orange County

Graham
Saxpahaw

Guilford County
Wake County

Another county not listed here
Mebane

Durham County
Prefer not to answer

Gibsonville
Another location in Alamance County

Whitsett
Haw River

Green Level
Swepsonville

Ossipee
Village of Alamance

Respondent Place of Work
(N = 169)• About half of respondents 

work in Elon (28%) or 
Burlington (20%).

• 13% of respondents are not 
currently employed.

• The most common place 
respondents worked outside 
of Alamance County was 
Orange County (12%).
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Q16: How old are you?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.
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19.76%

26.35%
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10.18%
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Q17: How would you describe your race/ethnicity? (Select all that apply.)

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

Race and Ethnicity
(N = 169, Select all that apply)

0.6%

1.2%

10.7%

10.1%

0.0%

64.5%

1.8%

13.0%

0.3%

1.8%

18.7%

13.7%

0.0%

63.0%

9.3%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

American Indian and Alaskan…

Asian

Black/African American

Hispanic or Latino

Native Hawaiian and Pacific…

White

Two or more races

Prefer not to answer

Respondents Alamance County

Compared to the Alamance 
County population as a 
benchmark, there were 
slightly more white 
respondents than the 
population overall (+1.5%). 

There were fewer Black (-8%), 
Hispanic/Latino (-3.6%), or 
Asian (-0.6%) respondents 
than would be expected. 

13% of respondents did not 
share information about their 
race or ethnicity.
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Q18: Do you have reliable access to a car?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

75.29%

19.41%

5.29%

Yes

No

Prefer not to
answer

Access to a Car
(N = 170)Most respondents (75%) 

have reliable access to a 
car and do not have to 
rely on transit to get 
around. 
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Q1: Which of the following transit services have you used 
in the past year? (Select all that apply) Answered: 265 Skipped: 2

69.3%

14.6%

11.8%

7.5%

4.7%

3.5%

2.4%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I did not use any of these transit
services this year

Link Transit

Piedmont Authority for Regional
Transportation (PART)

GoTriangle

Alamance County Transportation
Authority (ACTA)

Elon Express

Orange County Public Transit
(OCPT)

30.7% of respondents used some 
form of transit this year.
Link Transit was most popular 
(14.6%), followed by PART (11.8%).

Of the people who responded they 
did not use transit this year:

• About 29% of respondents do not get 
access to transit at the time when 
they need to travel.

• About 24% of respondents do not 
have transit as frequent enough to 
meet their needs

• About 41% of respondents do not 
know much about existing transit 
services in the area.

S u rvey R esu lts
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Q2: If you have used any of these transit services in the 
past year, how often do you typically use transit?

Answered: 254   Skipped: 1

Of the 12.2% of respondents 
use transit 3+ times per week… 

• Most use transit for work and 
running errands.

• Most were from ZIP codes  
27215 and 27217, the two 
ZIP codes covering most of 
Burlington and the adjacent 
areas to the north and south.

15.8%

6.3%

8.3%

3.9%

65.8%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Less than once a week

Once or twice a week

3 - 5 times a week

More than 5 times a week

Not applicable - I did not use
transit this year

S u rvey R esu lts
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Q3: If you have used any of these transit services this year, 
why do you typically ride transit? (Select all that apply)

Answered: 248   Skipped: 19

The most common reasons 
people use transit are because 
they do not have a car (17%), 
sustainability (14%), or 
affordability (13%).

For respondents who selected 
“other,” many say they use 
transit because they cannot 
drive due to a disability.

About 22 respondents who 
take transit because they do 
not have a car say they would 
not make their trips if transit 
was not available.

64%

17%

14%

13%

7%

7%

6%

3%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Not applicable - I did not use transit this
year

I do not have a car

I am trying to choose more sustainable
forms of travel

Transit is the most affordable way for me to
travel

I like reading or getting things done during
my commute

Parking is not easily available where I am
going

Other (please specify)

My car was in the shop or not reliable

S u rvey R esu lts
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“Car centric infrastructure is 
expensive (and hence 

exclusionary), unsustainable, and 
antisocial. I do not have a car and 
believe I should have the right to 

choose how I move about the 
world, rather than be forced to 

depend on a car and all that 
supports.”

“I cannot drive due to 
medical reasons.”

“I need wheelchair 
transportation.”

“Physical impairment, 
no NCDL.”

“Visits and integrating the 
bicycle into my travel.”

Q3: If you have used any of these transit services this year, why 
do you typically ride transit? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 248   Skipped: 19

For respondents who selected “other,” unique responses included:

S u rvey R esu lts

“Low vision, no license.” “Bad credit.”“Wanted to try it out.”
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Q4: If you have not used any of the above transit services 
this past year, why not? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 247   Skipped: 20

Top reasons for not using transit 
were:
1. No access near 

home/destination (39%)
2. Don’t know much about transit 

service (31%)

Majority of respondents who 
reported not knowing much about 
transit services in the area live in 
27253 (Graham/Swepsonville/ 
Saxapahaw area).

Most people living in 27215 
(western Burlington and area to the 
SW) reported not having transit 
service as frequent enough to meet 
their travel needs.

39%

31%

24%

23%

21%

20%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

I do not have access to transit at my
home and/or where I need to travel

I don't know very much about
existing transit services in the area

Transit service is not provided at
the times I need to travel

Not applicable - I have used transit
in the past year

Transit service is not offered
frequently enough to meet my…

Even if transit was provided where I
needed to go, I'd prefer to drive

S u rvey R esu lts
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Q5: When you use transit, what kind(s) of trips are you 
typically taking? (Select all that apply) Answered: 254   Skipped: 1

57%

29%

16%

14%

12%

11%

10%

9%

4%

3%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

I have not used transit this year

Going to work

Running other errands

Medical appointments

Going to the grocery store

Going to school

Going to a park or recreational facility

Visiting friends or family

Other (please specify)

Visiting a place of worship

Most popular reasons for 
using transit were:

1. Going to work (29%)

2. Running other 
errands (16%)

3. Medical 
appointments (14%)

S u rvey R esu lts
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“I live about 1.3 miles from 
work, and when I need to 

get around downtown 
Elon from work, I walk.”

“I do not have a car, which makes 
it difficult to do much. But surely I 

and so many other deserve the 
right to travel without depending 

on cars, right?”

“Going to a museum .”

Q5: When you use transit, what kind(s) of trips are you 
typically taking? (Select all that apply) Answered: 254   Skipped: 1

For respondents who selected “other,” unique responses included:

“Using it for work travel, not 
traveling to an office. 

“Entertainment”

“Tourism”

S u rvey R esu lts
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Q6: If transit did not exist in our area, how would you get 
around? (Select all that apply) Answered: 254 Skipped: 13

71%

28%

26%

20%

13%

11%

7%

5%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Drive myself (I have a car)

Get a ride from family or friends

Walking

Lyft, Uber, or Taxi

Won't make the trip

Biking

Drive myself (I would need to buy a…

Relocate out of the area

Renting a car

Without transit access, most 
respondents would:
1. Drive in a car they already 

own (71%)
2. Get a ride from family or 

friends (28%)
3. Walk (26%)

7% of respondents would have 
to buy a car and 5% would 
relocate from the area.

S u rvey R esu lts
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Q7: How helpful would each of the following potential 
improvements to enhance local fixed route bus service be 
for you? Answered: 174 Skipped: 93

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Expand fixed route service to cover new areas in our…

Increase the frequency of existing fixed route bus…

Reduce the time it takes to travel to my destination

Offer later evening service for local weekday bus routes…

Offer earlier morning and later evening service for local…

Offer Sunday service for local bus routes

Improve the accuracy of real-time bus arrival…

Make the transit app more user-friendly

Improve bus stops for a better waiting experience

Work with local governments to improve sidewalk…

Make it easier to learn about current available transit…

Improve coordination between transit providers so I…

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful N/A

Top rated potential 
improvements:

1. Increase the frequency of existing 
fixed route bus service (buses 
coming more often than every 90 
minutes as they do today) (2.69)

2. Improve coordination between 
transit providers so I can easily 
transfer from one service to another 
(2.69)

3. Make it easier to learn about current 
available transit service (2.68)

4. Improve the accuracy of real-time 
bus arrival information (2.63)

5. Work with local government to 
improve sidewalk access to bus 
(2.63)

S u rvey R esu lts
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(Scores range from 1 - not helpful to 3 - very helpful)

2.62

2.69

2.53

2.11

2.37

2.18

2.63

2.59

2.50

2.63

2.68

2.69
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Q8: How helpful would each of the following potential 
improvements to enhance on-demand transit service be 
for you? Answered: 169 Skipped: 98

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Create an option to schedule trips online through a
regional website

Create an option to schedule trips on my smart phone 
with the transit provider’s mobile app

Allow on-demand trips to be scheduled with shorter
notice (less than 24-hour notice)

Offer on-demand service later in the evening on
weekdays (after 5:30 pm)

Offer on-demand service on Saturdays

Offer on-demand service on Sundays

Improve the accuracy of real-time vehicle arrival
information

Reduce the time it takes to travel to my destination

Make the transit app more user-friendly

Make it easier to learn about current on-demand
transit services available

Improve coordination between transit providers so I
can easily transfer from one service to another

Safer access and better waiting experience

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful N/A

Top rated potential 
improvements:

1. Create an option to schedule 
trips on my smart phone with 
the transit provider’s mobile 
app (2.75)

2. Improve coordination 
between transit providers so I 
can easily transfer from one 
service to another (2.70)

3. Improve the accuracy of real-
time arrival information (2.67)

4. Make the transit app more 
user-friendly (2.67)

(Scores range from 1 – Not Helpful to 
3 – Very Helpful)
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2.64

2.75

2.62

2.58

2.54

2.45

2.67

2.57

2.67

2.65

2.70

2.58
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Q9: How helpful would each of the following potential 
improvements to enhance regional transit service be for 
you? Answered: 166 Skipped: 101

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Expand regional transit service to offer new
connections from our area to additional…

Increase the frequency of existing regional transit
service

Offer more weekday service hours for regional
transit (existing express bus service to Greensboro…

Offer weekend service for regional transit

Improve the accuracy of real-time bus arrival
information

Make transit apps more user-friendly

Improve bus stops for a better waiting experience

Increase available park-and-ride parking spaces

Make it easier to learn about current regional
transit services available

Improve coordination between transit providers so
I can easily transfer from one service to another

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful N/A

Top rated potential improvements:

1. Expand regional transit service to offer new 
connections from our area to additional 
destinations in the Piedmont Triad and 
Triangle regions (2.77)

2. Increase the frequency of existing regional 
transit service (2.75)

3. Improve coordination between transit 
providers so I can easily transfer from one 
service to another (2.75)

4. Offer more weekday service hours for 
regional transit (existing express bus service 
to Greensboro and Chapel Hill) (2.68)

5. Make it easier to learn about current 
regional transit services available (2.66)

(Scores range from 1 – Not Helpful to 3 – Very Helpful)
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2.77

2.75

2.68

2.49

2.62

2.63

2.49

2.50

2.66

2.75
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Q10: Which additional destinations (if any) do you wish 
you could go to using regional transit service?
Answered: 254   Skipped: 1

Top requested destinations:
1. Saxapahaw (46%)
2. Charlotte (36%)
3. Winston-Salem (29%)

About 20 respondents  would 
like to make work-related trips 
to/from Saxapahaw.

“Other” locations suggested by 
respondents are Raleigh, Elon, 
Durham and Chapel Hill, 
notably places where there is 
existing service.

46%

36%

29%

23%

21%

15%

13%

10%

8%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Saxpahaw

Charlotte

Winston Salem

Other (please specify)

Snow Camp

None - I am happy with the places I can get to
with existing regional transit service

Eli Whitney

Green Level

Pleasant Grove
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Q11: How helpful would each of the following potential 
improvements to enhance vanpool or carpool services be 
for you? Answered: 162 Skipped: 105

0% 20% 40% 60%

Make it easier to learn about the existing vanpool
services

Enhance the quality or cleanliness of vanpool
vehicles

Improve the monthly vanpool group fare payment
process

Improve the monthly vanpool mileage and expense
report process

Help potential vanpool members connect with each
other

Help potential carpool members connect with each
other

Make it a safer and more secure riding experience

Improve on-time departure and arrival times

Offer an emergency ride home or to work

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful N/A

Top rated potential improvements:

1. Offer an emergency ride home or to 
work (2.80)

2. Help potential carpool members 
connect with each other (2.68)

3. Improve on-time departure and 
arrival times (2.67)

4. Make it a safer and more secure 
riding experience (2.66)

5. Help potential vanpool members 
connect with each other (2.65)

(Scores range from 1 – Not Helpful to 3 – Very 
Helpful)
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Q12: With limited funds, transit service improvements 
must be prioritized. As an example, if you had $100 to 
fund transit in our region, how would you allocate that 
money between the following transit service options? The 
total amount must add up to $100 or less. Answered: 160 Skipped: 107

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

On-demand transit service (e.g. similar to Lyft and
Uber)

Expanding regional transit service to locations like
Saxpahaw, Snow Camp, etc.

Reducing headways (time between buses)

Expanding fixed route bus service to more places

More transit stops and park-and-ride lots

Transit stop amenities (e.g. shelters, lighting, better
access, trash bins, etc.)

$0 $25 $50 $75 $100

Overall, the categories to which 
respondents allocated the most funds 
were:

1. Expanding local fixed route bus service 
to more places (24.5%)

2. Expanding regional transit service to 
locations like Saxpahaw, Snow Camp, 
etc. (22.6%)

3. Reducing headways (time between 
buses) (16.1%)

4. On-demand transit service (e.g. similar 
to Lyft and Uber) (14.9%)
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THEME 1
Expand transit service coverage area, 
especially to Southern Alamance 
communities, Elon, and the airport. 

THEME 2
Improve walking & biking connections to 
stops.

THEME 3
Invest in more frequent service throughout 
the day

Q13: Please share any additional comments about 
what would make transit service in our region more 
useful to you.

THEME 4
Extend service times, with hours that 
align with work schedules.

THEME 5
Add more transit stops.

THEME 6
Offer rail service, especially Amtrak to 
Burlington Station.

Responses received to this question can generally be categorized into the following six themes. The 
following slides provide specific examples of comments received under each theme category. 
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Expand transit service coverage area, especially to Southern Alamance 
communities, Elon, and the airport.

Sample comments

“Include Saxapahaw, 
please, please, 

please.”

“"I would use a transit 
service that connected 
Elon University to the 

Burlington Amtrak 
station.

“Expand service to Haw 
River as well as 

Swepsonville and 
Greensboro.”

“It would be so helpful to have bus 
services in southern Alamance 

specifically Saxapahaw.”

“Express from 
Burlington to 

Durham, 
Raleigh, and/or 

RDU/GSO 
airports.”

THEME 1

“If there were good public transit 
between Elon (where I work) and Chapel 

Hill (where I live), I would use it.”

“Offer 
services to 

rural areas.”

“The rural areas are in need of transportation some 
residents can attend classes at ACC or work jobs up in 

Graham or Burlington. Please consider adding routes in 
Saxapahaw, Eli Whitney, Snow Camp, etc.”

“Transit to Elon's campus from 
Greensboro/Chapel Hill/Durham/etc or easy 

transit between PART stop at ARMC to Elon.”

“Should look into partnering with 
Elon to expand/create a bus service 

to RDU and GSO airports…”

“We need more 
fixed routes 

between services 
and major work 

hubs.”

“Residents in Southern Alamance need 
transportation to UNC Hospital and 
Duke Hospital for medical services.”
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Better walking & biking connections to stops

Sample comments

“Saxapahaw *really* needs sidewalks 
and better traffic control.  Thank you!”

“Public transit is useless if there is 
not a safe way to get from my home 

to a transit stop. I live in Elon and 
we need sidewalks or bike lanes to 
help us get to the bus stops. I don't 
mind walking a half a mile to a bus 
stop, but I need to be able to safely 

walk that half a mile.”

“Provision for multimodal 
and bicycle support / 

connections too.”

“More sidewalks to get 
from place to place and 

bus stops would be 
outstanding. Sidewalks 
are needed everywhere, 
but I can speak to more 

suburban areas of 
Burlington.

.”
“We need more sidewalks and bike lanes. I live less than a 

mile from the park-and-ride lot where I catch my bus 
each morning, but walking or biking is not a safe option. 
There are no sidewalks leading to the park-and-ride lot 

from downtown Graham, or even a crosswalk to help you 
cross the road at the nearest intersection...”

THEME 2

“Better ways for people who are 
walking to get to transit stops, 

safer sidewalks etc”!

“Don't waste our tax-payer money. 
Invest on methods for crosswalks 

to travel safely on bike or foot. 
Buses are less essential.”
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Invest in more frequent service throughout the day

Sample comments

“More buses and less wait time .”

“I will likely not become a transit user, as I 
live 1.3 miles from work, and frequently use 

my care during the day. Generally, more 
reliable/frequent times, easier transfers 

between LINK lines and more stops would 
benefit transit users...”

“I commute daily from Burlington to UNC on 
PART from Mebane. I would love a Burlington 
park-and-ride but really, my biggest issue is 

the huge gap of time in the middle of the day 
when there is no service between UNC and 
Mebane between 11:30am-ish and 4:30pm-

ish. With two little kids in daycare back in 
Burlington, this is a big gap that is hard to 
overcome if something goes wrong and I 

need to get home ASAP....”

“I think we need to invest in reducing the 
headways, then increasing locations 

beyond the city.”

THEME 3

More morning and afternoon 
buses between GSO and 

Burlington/Elon
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Extend service times, with times that better align with work schedules

Sample comments

“The latest bus between these stops leaves at 
4:19… why is that? No one gets off that early. There 
needs to be a bus that runs later in the evening. I 

literally cannot move to Chapel Hill because of 
this. I can't drive for medical reasons and Uber is 

unreliable and entirely too expensive to commute 
back and forth even just one way (if I was to just 

take the morning bus, which works for my 
schedule). It's $30-$35 plus a tip. There are NO 
other public transit systems that run this route, 

which I would imagine is mostly 54, and 
commonly used. I appreciate everything you guys 

do but would love for later buses.”

THEME 4

“Burlington train station to Elon 
University Campus... before 8am, 

after 5pm, M-F.”

“Open Door Clinic and the hospital 
have many appointments set after 5 

pm. It would be great to get to 
them, especially between Mebane, 

Graham, and Burlington.”
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Add more transit stops

Sample comments

“We need more 
stops in Mebane on 

the south side of 
40- Collington 

farms, the 
meadows  etc.”

I'm a nonprofit employee working with formerly-incarcerated women in rural Graham, NC (on Hwy 87 between 
Graham and Saxapahaw). I regulary drive 100 miles or more every month to provide transportation for necessary 
trips our residents take (none of them have cars because they are just leaving prison). These trips usually include 

going to the probation department, grocery store, medical appointments, therapy appointments, court 
appointments, and sometimes taking them to their part-time jobs. Having more stops in the rural parts of our 

community would be an indescribably huge help to our organization, and I'm sure it would be hugely beneficial to 
other folks living around our farm. Since that area is not very walkable and necessary appointments are so far apart, 
having the transit out there would allow our residents a greater sense of independence and agency, as well as put 

less wear and tear on staff cars. Even just putting one bus stop on Thompson Mill Road would be infinitely helpful to 
us! 

“More bus stops are needed in 
Gibsonville. To make a connection with 

regional routes, Link Transit needs to 
begin services earlier. Currently, I must 

get a ride to ARMC to access the 
regional route to be at work on time.”

THEME 5

Lack of sidewalks and small shelters in 
areas where the bus picks up are the 

main reasons I won't use the bus now.  I 
think the buses should pick-up riders 
who get a pass "any where" along the 
route who simply "wave" for pick-up.
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Offer rail service, especially Amtrak to Burlington Station

Sample comments

THEME 6

“You didn't ask about the train service, 
which should be an important element of 

regional transit.  The reduction of the 
Burlington stop on the Amtrak line 
to/from Greensboro was an AWFUL 
decision.  We used the train to get 

to/from work…”

“We need a rail system. I will NOT use a bus for 
transportation!  Having just been to the NY region, 
which has a fantastic rail system. I am amazed that 
we don’t offer trains and light rail here in our state. 

So many European cities and US cities now offer 
light rail in addition to train service ( both express 

and ones with many stops).  It’s terrible that we 
don’t.  No busses for me! Our friends and family 
want light rail and a more efficient train system”

“It would be helpful to have more services 
on the Amtrak from Durham to Elon with an 
easier transport from the Elon train station 

to campus.”

NCDOT recently cut train stops at Burlington Station, 
which is devastating for so many of the commuters 
who have depended on this service for years. There 
are so many people who are now nearly ruined by 
this devastating decision. Just getting back the old 
routes is a must.
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Other unique comments from respondents included:

Sample comments

“Previously rode PART 
to commute to work; 
now work from home; 

was/is a valuable 
resource, would like to 

see its use increase.”

“The reason I don't use transit is that it 
doesn't exist where I live in Sax. I will 

probably never use transit as much as 
someone living in a near city, I think it 

would enhancer visitor access for people 
coming from nearby cities to engage in 
recreational activities available in our 

larger area...”

“Thank you for your 
expansion into Elon!” 

“I would fund on-
demand services for 

better access and 
service times for 

people with 
disabilities.”

“It would be great to create 
specific service to help people 

request rides within 48 hours to 
get to court in Graham. Many first 

appearances are set within 48 
hours and yet there's no way to 

schedule a ride that fast, 
especially for folks in Southern 

Alamance.”

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Leave the southern part of 
the county alone. We won't 
have any green space left 

at the rate we're going, and 
some of us enjoy a more 

rural home life. 

The cost for van rental is too high to 
make economic sense.  It is cheaper for 
5 people to drive individually (factoring 

in gas and maintenance on separate 
cars) than to rent a van from you."
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Key Community Survey Takeaways
 The most common reasons respondents use transit are not having a car, sustainability, and 

affordability. Physical disabilities were often cited as another reason respondents depend on 
transit. 

 Most respondents are using transit for work, errands, or medical appointments. 

 Respondents generally have limited knowledge about existing available transit services in the 
region, citing that as a reason they do not use transit.

 Those that are aware of available transit services say it does not go to their key destinations 
and/or do not find service to be frequent enough or aligned with their work schedules. For 
local bus service, more frequent service was the top request.

 Respondents believe that better coordination is needed between the existing transit service 
providers to facilitate transfers, rating it a top improvement needed for local bus service, on-
demand transit, and regional express bus service.

 Top destinations requested for additional regional transit service were Saxapahaw, Charlotte, 
and Winston-Salem. Service to places that already have regional bus connections like Raleigh 
and Durham were also requested, suggesting a lack of knowledge of services or a desire for 
connections to different parts of the BGMPO area.

 To improve on-demand transit service, top requests were for technology enhancements to 
make it simple to order and track your ride through an app.

 Respondents requested better pedestrian access to bus stops.
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Top 3 Desired Improvements by Service Type

1. Increase the frequency of 
existing fixed route bus 
service (buses coming 
more often than every 90 
minutes as they do today) 

2. Improve coordination 
between transit providers 
so I can easily transfer 
from one service to 
another 

3. Make it easier to learn 
about current available 
transit service 

1. Provide option to schedule 
trips by smart phone with 
the transit provider’s 
mobile app 

2. Improve coordination 
between transit providers 
so transfers are easy from 
one service to another 

3. Improve the accuracy of 
real-time vehicle arrival 
information 

4. Make the transit app more 
user-friendly 

1. Expand regional transit 
service to offer new 
connections from our area 
to additional destinations

2. Increase the frequency of 
existing regional transit 
service

3. Improve coordination 
between transit providers 
so transfers are easy from 
one service to another 

Local Fixed Route
Bus Service

On-Demand 
Transit Service

Regional Express
Transit Service
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Invitations were sent to 24 stakeholders with follow up resulting in 9 interviews. The interviews 
were conducted virtually through MS Teams during month of August 2023. Stakeholders came 
from 5 primary types of organizations: Governmental, Educational, Business, Healthcare, Non-
Profits. Participation from community organization/agency members included the following: 

• Alamance Chamber of Commerce
• Alamance Wellness Collaborative
• City of Burlington
• Ebenezer Baptist Church
• United Way of Alamance County

Open ended questions covered during each interview included:
• Personal and constituent/community members’ experience with transit usage
• Transit challenges
• Perceived/known current issues
• Existing state of local and regional services
• Suggested improvements

Following are key takeaways from the stakeholder interviews. 
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Usage/Familiarity Current Issues

• Most had little personal experience with transit 
but had experience using other regional services 
like Amtrak

• Many know of local community members 
taking advantage of transit, especially 
Burlington residents

• C on fu s ion : System overall and high number of 
operators is confusing along with overlap issues

• Lack of access: childcare, food sources, 
public/senior housing, other communities 
(Graham), rural areas, workforce

• Lack of information: transit options, 
schedules/general information, connections, 
Elon Express

• Lack of political support: particularly in Graham 

• Limited service: span, lack of Sunday service, 
long headways

• Perceived issues: Graham city council and 
unhoused population in Graham

• Cutback of Amtrak service: seen as detrimental 
for regional accessibility 
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Existing 
Conditions

• Bike racks on buses are appreciated to augment 
travel

• Support for transit seems to be high, but 
awareness is low

• Elon was recently included but their service is 
relatively unused by the public due to lack of 
information/awareness

• East Burlington is high minority and low-income 
with high transit needs

• A 500-seat call center was located at Holly Hill 
Mall because of transit access

• Service for workforce population is lacking

• Better local access to destinations (more stops, 
more coverage, more access in Graham)

• Improved information/awareness of local and 
regional services

• More service: longer spans, Sunday service, 
increased frequencies

• Improve multimobility options/connections 
and transfers

• Improve governance; include community 
members on advisory board

• Capital improvements/facilities and shelters are 
needed

Suggested 
Improvements
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Two public open houses were held after completion of the 
existing conditions assessment. The objective of these open 
houses were to share findings from the existing conditions 
analysis and to solicit feedback on desired transit 
improvements in the region. 

The first open house was held virtually on August 22, 2023 via 
Zoom. In addition to participation from the general public, 
representatives of the BGMPO, ACTA and NC DOT attended 
this open house. 

The second open house was held August 24, 2023 at the 
Paramount Theater in Burlington, NC. Attendees included:

• ACTA

• City of Burlington

• City of Graham

• Link Transit

• Town of Elon

• Interested residents of BGMPO area

Key takeways from these two open house events are 
summarized on the following pages. 
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• When asked how the region should invest in 
transit…

• Most participants preferred investment in 
local and on-demand transit services

• When asked which improvements matter 
most…

• Most participants preferred to see 
improvements in local bus service coverage, 
followed by coordination with local 
governments to improve access to bus stops
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• When asked about local transit service needs, 
requested locations included…

• Mebane and Tanger Outlets
• Swepsonville
• Green Level
• Haw River
• Webb Avenue

• When asked about regional transit service 
needs, requested locations included…

• Downtown Durham
• Duke Hospital
• Chapel Hill/UNC
• Greensboro Airport
• Greensboro shopping areas
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The second round of public open houses occurred 
in October. The first open house occurred virtually 
on October 24, 2023 via Zoom. The second 
occurred in-person on October 26, 2023 at the 
Paramount Theater in Burlington. Information 
shared at these open houses were as follows:

• Findings from this project’s public and 
stakeholder outreach efforts

• Potential transit organizational structures for the 
region

• Conceptual transit service plans under each 
organizational structure option

• Information on how each potential service 
scenario could impact various travel patterns

Participants were asked to provide input regarding 
specific service improvements that were included 
within each service scenario.
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A sampling of feedback heard during the second round of open 
houses around each potential organizational structure is as follows:

Stay the Course
• More clear schedules are needed on the Link Transit website as 

well as pdf versions of the schedules
• More shelters and sidewalks are needed for access to transit
• There is a need to improve access between Elon University and 

PART service.
• Can Red and Blue Link Transit lines be consolidated in this 

scenario?

Umbrella Organization
• This scenario still has 90-minute frequencies on Link Transit 

routes That is too long.
• Increased frequency and faster routes are needed between Elon 

University and PART. Make sure local routes connecting to PART 
are timed with PART departure times

Consolidated Organization
• The proposed Blue route change between Elon and Burlington 

would be great
• Supportive of  a ¼ cent sales tax increase as a means to improve 

transit service throughout the region.
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Community Survey #2 Overview
This survey was an opportunity for community 
members to provide feedback on three scenarios 
with varying levels of investment and improvements.

The 14-question survey took about 9 minutes to 
complete, with questions focused on:

• Feedback for Scenario 1 (Q1-2)
• Feedback for Scenario 2 (Q3-Q4)
• Feedback for Scenario 3 (Q5-Q6)
• Additional comments and questions (Q7)
• Transit services used in the past year (Q8)
• Respondent demographics/background (Q10-

Q14)

50 people responded. In addition to this survey, 
community members were invited to join an in-
person or virtual meeting in October 2023 to share 
their input on the draft scenarios. 

The following pages present survey question 
responses.
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Question 10: Which ZIP code do you live in?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

Respondent Home ZIP Code
(N = 47)

27244

People who live across the study area were represented, 
including both urban and rural areas, as well as people 
who work in the study area but live elsewhere (15%).

2.13%

21.28%
2.13%

8.51%

19.15%
17.02%

8.51%
4.26%

14.89%
2.13%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

27201

27215

27217

27244

27258

27302

27349

Outside Alamance County
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Q11: Where do you work?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

Respondent Place of Work
(N = 48)• Almost 60% of respondents 

work in Burlington (23%), 
Elon (19%), or Graham (17%).

• 10% of respondents are not 
currently employed.

• The most common place 
respondents worked outside 
of Alamance County was 
Orange County (8%).

2.08%
2.08%
2.08%
2.08%

4.17%
4.17%

6.25%
8.33%

10.42%
16.67%

18.75%
22.92%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Gibsonville
Whitsett

Haw River
Green Level

Swepsonville
Ossipee

Durham County
Wake County

Village of Alamance
Another location in Alamance County

Another county not listed here
Prefer not to answer

Mebane
Saxapahaw

Guilford County
Orange County

I am not currently employed
Graham

Elon
Burlington
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Q12: How old are you?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

2.08% 2.08%

10.42%
8.33%

25.00%
22.92%

18.75%

8.33%

2.08%

Under 18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85 or older
0.00%

5.00%
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25.00%

30.00%

Respondent Age
(N = 48)
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Q13: How would you describe your race/ethnicity? (Select all that apply.)

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

Race and Ethnicity
(N = 47, Select all that apply)

Compared to the Alamance 
County population as a 
benchmark, there were more 
white respondents (+7%) and 
Asian respondents (+.3%) than 
the population overall. 

There were fewer Black (-6%), 
Hispanic/Latino (-14%), or Two 
or more races (-0.6%) 
respondents than would be 
expected. 

6% of respondents did not 
share information about their 
race or ethnicity.

9.30%

63%

13.70%

18.70%

1.80%

0.30%

14.89%

70.21%

12.77%

2.13%
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Prefer not to answer

Two or more races
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Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

Hispanic or Latino

Black or African American

Asian

American Indian or Alaskan Native

Respondents Alamance County
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Q14: Do you have reliable access to a car?

Note: Demographic and personal questions were optional and not every respondent answered these questions.

W h o R esp on d ed

Access to a Car
(N = 48)Most respondents (79%) 

have reliable access to a 
car and do not have to 
rely on transit to get 
around. 

79.17%

16.67%

4.17%

Yes

No

Prefer not to
answer
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Sample comments

Stay the course isn’t working. I 
have to drive to and from work, 
which is a headache and a huge 

personal cost. Divert funding 
from road construction to 

public transit.”

“Add more call-in service 
for South Burlington and 

Graham”

“Although the orange route would 
be a connecting service for 

Mebane, the drop off point is not a 
safe place for pedestrians and 

would deter me from taking it.”
“But what about connecting with the 
train? NCDOT recently removed key 

stops at Burlington, which devastated 
many people’s lives and jobs. As this is 
multi-modal transit, and the train is a 
key mode of transit across the area, 

restoring this stop must be at the heart 
of this plan. Additionally, cycling is a key, 
sustainable, healthy form of transit, and 

so this should also be considered.”

“If it includes a stop in 
Saxapahaw then that would 

be great.”

“This is probably the best outcome for the coming 
decade and the options can be re-evaluated 

towards the end of that timeline.”

“Improve PART’s 
service hours”

Q2: Please share any other comments about Scenario 1 – Stay the 
Course.
Answered: 10  Skipped: 40
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Q1: How do the proposed Scenario 1 service changes fit with your priorities for 
improvements, given the existing governance structure and financial constraints?
Answered: 40 Skipped: 10

63% of respondents felt that 
Scenario 1 service changes fit their 
priorities considering constraints.

Of the 37% who wanted different 
minimal improvements prioritized, 
specific responses included:

• More transfers and connections, 
particularly to regional services 
(e.g. Durham Express, PART, 
Chapel Hill)

• More coverage to places of 
employment along the I-40

• Inclusion of a microtransit pilot 
program, if possible, in the 
minimal scenario

• Shorten Link Transit routes to 
increase bus frequencies
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62.50%

37.50%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

This generally fits with my
priorities for minimal

improvements in a financially
constrained scenario.

I would prefer to prioritize
different minimal

improvements in a financially
constrained scenario (please

specify).
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74.36%

25.64%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

This generally fits with my
priorities for modest

improvements in a scenario
with modest funding

increases.

I would prefer to prioritize
different moderate

improvements in a scenario
with modest funding

increases (please specify).

Q3: How do the proposed Scenario 2 service changes fit with your priorities for 
improvements, given the moderate level of improvements possible with the umbrella 
organization and the level of funding available through a countywide vehicle registration fee 
and potential additional municipal contributions?
Answered: 39 Skipped: 11

74% of respondents felt that Scenario 2 
service changes fit their priorities 
considering constraints.
• Like increase microtransit service
• Like online trip planning tool
• Like filling in the gaps of Elon’s 

seasonal shuttle

Of the 26% who wanted different 
moderate improvements prioritized, 
specific responses included:
• More consideration of cutting costs 

to students
• Resistance to additional fees or taxes
• Service to Saxapahaw and South 

Alamance
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Sample comments

“I think having this area served by 
three different entities - ACTA, Elon 

Express, LINK, does not make 
much sense. Better one entity - not 

controlled by Burlington - would 
provide better service and could be 
used to expand access within the 

existing service area.”
“Combining Link Transit with ACTA 

seems to be a logical solution to reduce 
certain operational costs and 

coordination of overlapping services.”

“These improvements might make it possible for me to 
take the bus to work on certain days, which would free 

up the car to be used by others in my family.”

“Would love to see the 
municipalities partner more 

and make decisions together on 
how to best enhance 

transportation services.”

“It’s an improvement, but not 
near enough.”

Q4: Please share any other comments about Scenario 2 – Umbrella 
Organization.
Answered: 12  Skipped: 38

“This makes a lot of sense.”

“I like 
Scenario 3.”

“I think we need to prioritize 
sidewalks and bike lanes. A 
person needs to be able to 

get to the bus safely in order 
to take the bus.”
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Q5: How do the proposed Scenario 3 service changes fit with your priorities for 
improvements, given the more substantial level of improvements possible with the level of 
funding available through a countywide vehicle registration fee and 1/4 penny sales tax?
Answered: 43 Skipped: 7

77% of respondents felt that 
Scenario 3 service changes fit their 
priorities.

Of the 23% who wanted different 
substantial improvements 
prioritized, specific responses 
included:
• Concerns about higher costs and 

raising taxes
• Merging services under ACTA
• Better access to Mebane
• The Webb Ave route would still 

provide access to a grocery store 
for Elon residents
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23.26%
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This generally fits with my
priorities for substantial

improvements in a scenario
with more significant funding

increases.

I would prefer to prioritize
different substantial

improvements in a scenario
with more significant funding

increases (please specify).
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Sample comments

Q6: Please share any other comments about Scenario 3 –
Consolidated.
Answered: 21  Skipped: 29

“PART 4 definitely 
needs expanded 

services.”

“I like increasing the 
frequency of the 

buses on their routes.”

“Expansion of ACTA and micro transit 
options would help my elderly father 
who does not drive and cannot walk 

long distances to bus stops.”
“I think Link has proven it value to the community. 

Scenario 3 is the only that will impact lives reaching 
beyond the current ridership. Scenario 2 might be 

an intermediate step to achieving Scenario 3.”
“Best fit for 
the future.” “I know transportation 

continues to be a major 
issue voiced by residents 
that live in southern and 

northern parts of the 
county.  Maybe the 
consolidation could 

alleviate this disparity?”

“This is the way to go. The tax increase doesn’t bother me. I’m 
going to pay for transportation one way or another, and the tax 

increase will be cheaper than maintaining my car. With this 
plan, I can generally rely on the bus rather than on driving. Plus, 
if we have more buses going back and forth between Alamance 

County and Orange/Durham counties, maybe there will be 
fewer morning traffic jams on I-40 East (they’re horrible).”



“I think we need to have a substantially 
more robust public transit system that 
ties together Greensboro to chapel Hill 
and even Durham. As the population 

ages, we need more ways for people to 
reach all the destinations mentioned 
without having to drive themselves. A 

small increase in taxes is well worth it to 
ensure this could happen.”
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Sample comments

Q6: Please share any other comments about Scenario 3 –
Consolidated.
Answered: 21  Skipped: 29

“Alamance County has a history of voting down sales 
tax increases and, with the exception of the City of 

Burlington, not choosing vehicle registration fees [...] 
but Scenario 3 would be the best path forward if 

there were political will to do it.”

“Scenario 3 sounds best. I have a car, but it would be 
easier to ride a bus to and from Chapel Hill. I live in 

Burlington. Parking at UNC is hard to find. I would like a 
reasonable bus option.”

“Seems like the only plan that will create 
substantial improvement. However, I 

suspect the sales tax increase would be a 
hard sell to voters, sadly.”

“I am opposed to 
Scenario 3.”

“Bigger is not better. 
Local in-county service 

for local people.”
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Sample comments

“If it is decided that an expedited consolidation 
will be approved then this alternative with an 
expanded ACTA Board being the coordinator 

for potential growth and direction is obviously 
the correct way to proceed.”

Q6: Please share any other comments about Scenario 3 –
Consolidated.
Answered: 21  Skipped: 29

“Not sure I agree with the proposed funding mechanism. Targeting car owners, rather than the 
County taking the responsibility to raise funds and 'own' this benefit I think is the wrong approach. I 

will reiterate my concern noted above that this has to be more than a Burlington-centric system, 
particularly if funding is coming from the county residents.”

“Additional funding should come from Federal or 
State pools and should not be funded by the 

taxpayer. A registration tax may be acceptable but 
the Public Transit system should not be a drain to 

the General Fund of the City of Burlington.”

“This seems like the best use of resources, but I don't know that the 1/4 penny tax will go over with 
voters unless there is a real campaign to get residents to see the benefits. So many in the county 
do not use or need public transit and do not understand the overall benefit to the area by having 
a decent system in place. I am also glad to see that fares are coming back. I think we need to 
contribute something if we are using the service, period.”
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“In these times of financial hardship 
for people, government should 
make do with less, not more.”
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Sample comments

“I like the plans for 
improvements to the website 

(trip planner and payment app) 
to make it more user friendly.”

“Consolidation and funding 
increases seems like the 

best overall option.”

“Burlington/Alamance residents are 
burdened with too many taxes. 

Reduce taxes and gov’t services.”

Q7: Please share any additional comments or questions about the 
three draft scenarios.
Answered: 19  Skipped: 31

“I don’t currently use public transportation, but this map piques my 
interest in doing so. I could imagine using it to get to the Triangle if 

the routes were easy to access.”

“I think the Umbrella option would allow the county to see 
if the demand is such that a Consolidated arrangement 

with additional services is warranted.”

“Don’t be afraid of bold solutions. I respect the desire to be fiscally 
conservative and responsible with taxpayers’ money, but also 

remember that people like good municipal services and forward-
thinking leadership.

“Adding more 
government levels will 

add to cost.”

“Light rail please!! Meanwhile, 
more efficient bus travel across 

the county would suffice.”
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Sample comments

Q7: Please share any additional comments or questions about the 
three draft scenarios.
Answered: 19  Skipped: 31

“The consolidatud plan is clearly the ideal scenario and should be 
adopted and fought for! I'd like to see more train service included. 

I'd also like to know more details of how expanded bus routes 
would affect villages in Alamance (I live in Saxapahaw and out 
traffic issues are already out of control, primarily due to large 
commerical vehicles. Here's where micro transit and smaller 

busses - like shuttles - could really help.)”

“Option 3 is the best solution 
along with Option 2.”

“Anything is better than 
nothing but why not do the 

best option for working people 
& students?”

“I think the best course of 
action would be to combine 

Link and ACTA, and coordinate 
services with PART, with a 
coordinating app so that 

customers could have better 
ease of use.”

“I like the plans for improvements to 
the website (trip planner and payment 

app) to make it more user friendly.”
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Q8: Which of the following transit services have you used in the past 
year? (Select all that apply.)
Answered: 47 Skipped: 3

The transit service most selected 
among respondents was Link 
Transit, closely followed by PART.
• Among transit users over the past 

year, 30% of respondents used 
transit less than once a week. (Q9)

• 7% of respondents who used 
transit in the past year use it more 
than 5 times per week. (Q9)

51% of respondents did not use any 
transit services in the past year.
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Alamance County Transportation
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Transportation (PART)
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Orange County Public Transit
(OCPT)

Elon Express

I did not use any of these transit
services this year
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Key Scenario Survey Takeaways
 The Consolidation Scenario had the most support and was th e on ly sc en a rio th a t  

resp on d en ts  ex p ressed  th a t  th e in c rea sed  fees  or  ta x es  w ou ld  b e w orth  th e 
im p rovem en ts .

 All scenarios had most of the respondents’ approval, considering constraints.

 There is a ten sion  between respondents who would prioritize enhancing the 
frequency of local bus service vs. more regional connections.

 Points of emphasis on service improvements focused on c on n ec tion s  a n d  tra n sfers , 
servic e h ou rs  ex p a n sion , a n d  servic e to S a x a p a h a w a n d  S ou th  A la m a n c e C ou n ty.

 Respondents expressed skepticism around passing legislation for increased taxes or 
fees.

 Respondents who do not use transit services said an improved website or app for 
coordination and improved services could be convincing to take transit more.
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Top 3 Feedback Themes by Scenario

1. Find ways in minimal 
improvements that can 
still facilitate connections 
and transfers with other 
services.

2. Improve service hours.

3. Coordinate safety of 
transfer points with 
existing infrastructure and 
environments.

1. Positive feedback around 
enhanced coordination 
and partnership.

2. Focusing on minimizing 
cost and tax increases.

3. Include additional service 
to Southern Alamance

1. Increases in tax or fees is 
worth a scenario with 
substantial improvements.

2. Support for better 
connections to different 
transit services

3. Support for increased 
frequency.

4. Worry about feasibility of 
fee or tax increases.

Scenario 1:
Stay the Course

Scenario 2: 
Umbrella Organization

Scenario 3: 
Consolidation
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About The Regional Transit Feasibility Study 
The Burlington-Graham Metropolitan Planning Organization (BGMPO) is 
looking to improve regional transit access to nearby destinations like 
Greensboro, Durham, and Chapel Hill. Equitable and innovative 
approaches are being considered to provide transit service, assess 
multimodal connections, reduce service overlap, determine cost-
effective ways to enhance service, evaluate safety performance targets 
and measures, and develop funding recommendations. Because transit 
funding is limited, understanding the tradeoffs and priorities for service 
improvements is central to the project.

This study is being developed by the BGMPO with support from partners 
at GoTriangle, Alamance County Transportation Authority (ACTA), 
Orange County Public Transportation, Link Transit, and Piedmont 
Authority for Regional Transportation (PART). It is supported by funding 
from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) 
Integrated Mobility Division.

More information about the project is available at bgmpo.org/transitstudy. 

P rojec t  a n d  M em o O verview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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About This Tech Memo
This memo is focused on analyzing the options and impacts of 
different approaches to governance structures and funding 
sources that could be used to provide transit service in the 
BGMPO area. The next section has a summary of key memo 
takeaways. The memo includes background information about 
transit needs and the governance and funding options allowable 
under North Carolina law, as well as how these could be applied 
in the BGMPO area under three different governance and 
funding scenarios. 

Potential service plan scenarios are provided along with each 
governance and funding scenario, describing which of the key 
issues identified by the community and technical analysis could 
be addressed in each one. To illustrate how these scenarios 
would impact everyday travel for people living and working in 
the BGMPO area, five example personas are described, outlining 
how the rider experience would change for typical trips under 
each scenario.

Key Questions

What types of transit agency 
governance structures are 

available? 

Which governance scenarios 
are appropriate to consider 

for the BGMPO area?

What types of funding 
opportunities are available 

under each structure?

What service improvements 
are possible within the 

governance and funding 
constraints of each scenario?

P rojec t  a n d  M em o O verview
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BGMPO Area Transit Service Needs Summary
A review of existing demographic and transit service data indicates that local 
demand in portions of the region’s urbanized area could support more 
frequent service. Link Transit currently operates every 90 minutes and is 
primarily limited to Burlington and Elon and portions of Gibsonville and 
Graham with circuitous routing designed to maximize coverage rather than 
direct or frequent service. Further, current hours of operation are limited. 

Significant work travel occurs regionally along the I-40 corridor to 
Greensboro and Durham, but regional service is limited in span and 
availability. Regional transit ridership has not yet recovered from the 
pandemic.

At least one end of most ACTA on-demand trips are tied to the region’s 
urbanized area. Service must be scheduled far in advance of travel and wait 
times can be long on both ends of the trip. While service is available across 
Alamance County, few people are aware of its availability. 

Challenges with current transit service includes multiple service providers 
operating in Alamance County and overlapping service provided by Link 
Transit and ACTA, requiring riders to understand in advance which provider 
can serve their needs.

K ey Ta k ea w a ys

For additional project background information, see the Community Engagement Summary (September 2023) and the Existing Conditions Assessment 
(September 2023) at bgmpo.org/transitstudy.
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Scenario Options
Three scenarios were developed to chart how transit serving the BGMPO area could evolve, ranging from minimal 
service expansion to a wholesale reinvention of the administrative and revenue systems supporting transit service. 
The scenarios were explored in terms of governance structures, how transit service could be improved, and what 
funding mechanisms might be available.

• Minimal service changes were included in a “Stay the Course” scenario. This scenario assumes no changes to existing transit 
agencies with continued coordination through the MPO’s Transit Subcommittee.

• An “Umbrella Organization” scenario assumes a new regional agency is established to better coordinate transit services and 
engage elected officials in the transit decision-making process, inclusive of clarification of service responsibilities. New countywide 
funding opportunities may be achievable under this scenario, resulting in modest service expansion.

• A “Consolidated Organization” scenario assumes local on-demand and fixed route services are consolidated and operated under 
one agency (either PART or ACTA). Additional funding opportunities may also be achievable with a consolidated Regional Transit 
Authority. Significant transit service expansion is possible if those new funding opportunities were put in place. 

Stay the Course Umbrella Organization Consolidated Organization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Comment 14 addressed.



• Transit services currently provided in Alamance County by Link Transit, PART and ACTA 
cost $6 million annually to operate. PART’s express service (Route 4) is partially funded 
through PART’s vehicle rental tax. Link Transit is partially funded through a Burlington 
motor vehicle registration fee ($5). All other local funding comes from local government 
general funds and service partnerships.  

• Current PART legislation permits up to an $8 countywide vehicle registration fee that 
could be collected and applied towards transit service. This fee is estimated to generate 
approximately at least $1 million annually. This fee would require consent by the 
Alamance County Board of Commissioners.

• A ¼ cent sales tax could also be enacted by a RTA (Article 43 in NCGS 105). In addition 
to requiring consent by the Board of Commissioners, this would require approval by the 
general public in a referendum. This tax is estimated to generate at least $8 million 
annually.

• Implementation of a countywide vehicle registration fee may be achievable under the 
Umbrella or Consolidated Organization scenarios. Implementation of a ¼ sales tax 
under Article 43 would most likely be required to advance the Consolidated 
Organization scenario’s proposed service plan expansion.  

K ey Ta k ea w a ys
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Funding Opportunities
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Meeting Project-Defined Goals
• Service, governance and funding-related goals were established 

during an earlier phase of this study. When compared to the 
three potential scenarios, the Consolidated Organization 
scenario has been determined to best meet project goals. 

• Progression to a Consolidated Organization can be incremental. 
The region could advance the Umbrella Organization scenario as 
an intermediate step to better facilitate service, governance and 
funding coordination efforts between the existing transit 
agencies. That umbrella organization can then work towards 
advancing the Consolidated Organization scenario.  

• For purposes of identifying what service might look like under 
each scenario, this study has assumed implementation of a 
countywide vehicle registration fee under the Umbrella 
Organization scenario, and a ¼ sales tax under the Consolidated 
Organization scenario. B oth  sc en a rios  c a n  b e a d va n c ed  w ith ou t  
th ese a d d it ion a l fu n d s , s t il l  p rovid in g th e b en efits  of im p roved  
c oord in a t ion  of t ra n sit  servic es  a n d  fu n d in g w ith in  th e B GM P O  
region . 
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Transit Service Needs Input Process

Prior tasks conducted for the project were designed to determine regional and 
local transit service needs within the BGMPO region. These efforts included:

• Assessment of existing services: an evaluation of existing transit service 
coverage and ridership, travel patterns, and identified areas with 
demographic and land use characteristics with a higher propensity to use 
transit

• Online survey: distributed to both riders and non-riders. There were 267 
responses from the survey

• Open houses: Virtual and in-person sessions soliciting public input regarding 
transit service needs.

• Stakeholder feedback: interviews with representatives of governmental, 
educational, business, healthcare and non-profit organizations. 
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What We Heard from the Public
Key takeaways from the public outreach efforts included: 

• Respondents generally have limited knowledge about existing 
available transit services.

• Those that are aware of transit services say there is not enough service 
coverage and service is not frequent enough.

• Technology enhancements were identified as a need to 
make it simple to order and track your ride through an app.

• Better service coordination between the existing transit 
service providers was identified as a high need.

• There was more interest in prioritizing local fixed route and 
on-demand service expansion over regional service expansion. Those 
that expressed interest in regional service expansion wanted to see 
service to more destinations outside of the 
BGMPO region.

• There was also a recognized need for better pedestrian access 
to bus stops.

Additional information about public outreach efforts can be found in 
this project’s Community Engagement Summary Tech Memo. 
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What We Learned from our Existing Conditions Assessment

Key takeaways from the existing conditions assessment included: 

• Route frequencies and service span limit the ability for residents to use 
existing transit services. 

• Local fixed route service is limited to Burlington, Elon and portions of 
Gibsonville and Graham and are designed to maximize coverage, 
resulting in indirect routing and long travel times for a rider. Some 
urbanized areas could be more successful with fixed route transit services, 
but much of the BGMPO area has densities more suited for on-demand 
type services.

• Regional transit services are limited and focused on travel to the east and 
not to Greensboro.

• Existing paratransit and on-demand services require prior day 
reservations, which may be a limiting factor for potential riders.

• With multiple service providers, riders must be knowledgeable about 
which system to use to address their local and regional travel needs.

Additional information from this existing conditions can be found in this 
project’s Existing Conditions Assessment Tech Memo. 
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Governance Structures Overview

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

A regional transit plan for BGMPO requires a review of the current 
governance structures and consideration of potential alternatives. 
Governance structures for transit operations refer to the different 
types of entities that can build, operate, and maintain transit 
systems. Different types of governance structures can be used for 
smaller agencies that provide local service to a limited area 
compared to larger agencies with a regional reach. 

Existing public transit services in the BGMPO area today are 
spread across five different agencies, which makes it challenging 
to deliver a comprehensive and coordinated transit network in 
the region. Service is provided by:

• Link Transit
• Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation (PART)
• Alamance County Transportation Authority (ACTA)
• GoTriangle
• Orange County Public Transportation (OCPT)

Why Governance 
Structure Matters

Finding the best fit for the 
type of agency or agencies 

that will provide transit 
service can address some of 

the top improvement 
requests from the 

community, like enhancing 
service coordination, better 

facilitating transfers, 
simplifying fare payments, 

and streamlining 
communications with riders. 

It can also help reduce 
overlapping service to 

maximize the use of available 
funds.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Comment 8 addressed.
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Current Governance Structures

• Link Transit is governed by the City of Burlington and advised by a Public Transportation 
Advisory Commission with representation from Burlington, Gibsonville, Alamance County and 
Elon. Service is contracted to a private operator.

• PART is a Regional Transportation Authority with 9 member counties and was created under 
NCCGS 160A, Article 27. PART is governed by a 22-member Board of Trustees. Service is 
contracted to a private operator. 

• ACTA is organized as  Regional Transportation Authority created under NCCGS 160A, Article 25. 
ACTA is governed by a 5-member Board of Trustees with representation from Alamance County, 
Burlington and the Burlington-Graham MPO. A Transportation Advisory Board provides 
guidance to the Board of Trustees. Service is directly operated by ACTA staff. 

• GoTriangle is organized as a Regional Transportation Authority with 3 member counties and 
was created under NCCGS 160A, Article 26. GoTriangle is governed by a 13-member Board of 
Trustees. 

• OCPT is governed by the Orange County Board of County Commissioners and advised by the 
Orange Unified Transportation Board (OUTBoard). Service is directly operated by Orange County. 

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

The five agencies that serve the BGMPO area have the following governance structures today:
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Current Agency Relationships and Coordination

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

Today, each of the five agencies operates independently. Some of the key interactions between them 
include: 

Funding
FTA Section 5307 funding is a shared funding source, administered through the 
BGMPO, with funding distribution to the five agencies through a suballocation formula. 
Otherwise, funding is independent among the five agencies. 

Agency Coordination
Current coordination efforts are through the BGMPO, with each agency’s transit 
director participating in a transit subcommittee of the Technical Coordinating 
Committee. 

Fare Payments
Riders pay a separate fare for each agency’s service. Currently ACTA, Link Transit and 
GoTriangle service is fare free. However, Link Transit is reinstating its fare. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Limitations of Current Governance Structure

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

The existing governance structure has led to several challenges, including:

Service Overlap
ADA-eligible riders using on-demand services within the Link Transit service area must 
understand which agency to call if they are scheduling an ACTA on-demand or Link 
Transit ADA trip. Trips outside of the Link Transit service area are ACTA-eligible. 

Agency Boundaries Don’t Match Travel Patterns
Each agency has a defined service area. Yet travel patterns are not confined to each 
agency’s service area boundaries. Traveling throughout the region with multiple service 
providers is challenging. 

Fare Payments
Current transit agency governance structures do not coordinate fare payments nor 
have reciprocal fare agreements in place. 

Presenter Notes
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Governance Options

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

Delivery of a comprehensive and cohesive transit service for the region may be best accomplished through 
consolidation of two or more existing transit agencies. This can be accomplished in an incremental manner. 
This study has identified the following three scenarios for a future regional service plan that can be advanced 
over time. Potential timeframes for progressing to a consolidated organization have also been identified.

Stay The Course Consolidated 
Organization

Umbrella 
Organization

1-2 Years to Implement 3-5 Years to Implement 5+ Years to Implement

Keep the current transit 
agencies’ organizational and 
funding structures separate 

and focus on continued 
coordination efforts among all 

operators through the MPO.

Form a Regional Transit Partnership 
to coordinate transit agency functions 

that simplify rider experiences and 
clarify agency service responsibilities, 

with all individual agencies 
continuing to operate separately.

Consider opportunities for 
transit agency consolidation 

and leveraging additional 
funding sources to more 

significantly expand transit 
service in the region.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Comment 14 addressed.
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Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

S tay th e C ourse

This scenario assumes no changes 
to the current governance structure 
of area transit agencies. Service 
coordination and information 
sharing continues to be conducted 
through the BGMPO’s Transit 
Subcommittee, with representation 
by each agency’s transit directors.  
Service expansion can certainly 
occur under this scenario but is 
likely to be piecemeal and as 
funding allows. 

This scenario assumes a new agency 
created for the region that is 
charged with advancing service 
coordination and expansion. Each 
agency will continue to operate 
independently with a board of 
elected officials that will guide 
regional service delivery and 
funding decisions. As an example, 
FTA Section 5307 sub-allocation 
funding decisions would be made 
by this board. New transit funding 
opportunities may be possible 
under this scenario, such as a 
countywide vehicle registration fee 
that is dedicated towards transit. 

This scenario assumes 
consolidation of two or more 
transit agencies. There are two 
viable consolidation scenarios that 
are presented later in this Tech 
Memo – consolidation of Link Transit 
and ACTA into a county-wide 
Regional Transit Authority, or having 
PART take over all local services in 
Alamance County. In both scenarios, 
service coordination will still be 
required with GoTriangle and OCPT. 
Additional transit funding 
opportunities may be possible 
under this scenario, such as a ¼ cent 
countywide sales tax that is 
dedicated towards transit. 

U m brella  O rganiz ation C onsolid ated  O rganiz ation
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Example: Umbrella Organization 

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

Charlottesville (Virginia) Regional Transit Partnership (RTP)
The RTP is an official advisory board created by the City of Charlottesville, Albemarle 
County, JAUNT, University of Virginia and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public 
Transportation. This Board provides recommendations to decision-makers on transit-
related matters. The RTP has four established primary goals: 

• Establish strong communications

• Ensure coordination between transit providers

• Set the region’s transit goals and visions

• Identify opportunities for improved transit services and administration, 
including evaluation of a Regional Transit Authority (RTA)

The Board meets monthly and consists of 8 voting members from City, County, State 
and UVA (elected officials from the City and County), with several non-voting 
members. A major effort recently completed by RTP was a transit governance study, 
identifying a road map for getting to an RTA. The MPO is responsible for staffing and 
programming for the RTA and is supported with Section 5303 program funding from 
FTA and RTP funds. 
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Example: Consolidated Organization

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

In the Wilmington area, 
Wave operates fixed 
route, paratransit and 
microtransit services in 
New Hanover County and 
the City of Wilmington. 
This is an example of a 
region that evolved 
through the scenarios 
identified in this report. 
The two agencies were 
briefly governed by a 
transportation agency 
(umbrella organization), 
subsequently becoming a 
single Regional 
Transportation Authority 
(consolidated 
organization). 
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How could this region get to a Consolidated Organization?

Govern a n c e 
S tru c tu re

The two most viable options for getting to a consolidated organization are as follows:

PART operates Alamance County local 
services (urban and rural) and continues 
to operate regional service

PART is a Regional Transportation Authority with 
9 member counties and was created under 
NCCGS 160A, Article 27. In addition to operating 
regional transit services, PART could operate local 
and on-demand services in Alamance County. 
Service delivery and funding decisions would be 
the responsibility of the PART Board of Trustees. 
However, a county transit advisory board could be 
established to provide county-focused 
recommendations to the PART Board. Service 
coordination will still be required with GoTriangle 
and OCPT. 

A reconfigured ACTA operates Alamance 
County local services (urban and rural). 
PART continues to operate regional 
service

ACTA is a Regional Transportation Authority that 
was created under NCCGS 160A, Article 25. ACTA 
could operate both fixed route and on-demand 
services throughout Alamance County. The Board 
of Trustees would need to be reconfigured to 
reflect city and countywide representation. This 
option maintains local control of transit service 
delivery and funding decisions. New funding 
sources would need to be coordinated with PART. 
Regional service would need to be coordinated 
with PART, GoTriangle and OCPT. 

A B
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Funding Opportunities Overview

F u n d in g 
O p p ortu n it ies

Why Funding 
Opportunities 

Matter
Many of the community’s 

requested improvements to 
transit service in the region 
cannot be realized within 

current funding constraints. 
As the region continues to 

grow, additional funding will 
be needed to serve more 

riders. Pursuing some of the 
additional funding sources 

available to the region will be 
necessary to implement 
transformative service 

enhancements.

A regional transit plan for BGMPO requires consideration of 
new funding opportunities to pay for enhanced and expanded 
service and capital improvements. 

A prerequisite to considering potential new funding sources is 
to first understand those currently in place. Because the 
alternative governance structures presented in the last section 
focus on Link Transit, PART, and ACTA, this section focuses on 
local funding sources just for those three agencies. Note that 
all three governance structure options under consideration 
would still require continued coordination with GoTriangle and 
Orange County Public Transportation. 
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Federal Funding Programs

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
A n a lys is

Federal funds are available and used by all transit agencies that serve the BGMPO region. The primary 
federal funding programs available for transit agencies in the region are as follows:

• Section 5307 is FTA’s Urbanized Area Formula Program. These funds are available for transit agencies that operate 
within a census-designated urbanized area. Section 5307 funds can be used towards up to 80% of capital costs and 
50% of operating costs. The BGMPO administers Section 5307 funds for the region.  The MPO’s allocation of 5307 
funds were $3.3 million in FY 2023, which was distributed to all five transit agencies that serve the region.

• Section 5310 is formula funding targeted towards transportation needs of older adults and people with disabilities. 
The federal share is up to 80% for capital projects and 50% for operating assistance.   Example uses of eligible 
Section 5310-funded activities include the purchase of buses and vans, wheelchair lifts and ramps, mobility 
management programs, travel training and transit-related information technology systems, including scheduling, 
routing and one-call systems. ACTA is a recipient of Section 5310 funds. Link Transit is also eligible for these funds. 

• Section 5311 is a formula grant program for rural areas, providing capital, planning and operating assistance. The 
federal share is up to 80% for capital projects, 50% for operating assistance and 80% for Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) non-fixed route paratransit service. ACTA is a recipient of Section 5311 funds. 

• Section 5339 is FTA’s Bus and Bus Facilities Program. This program funds replacement, rehabilitation and purchase 
of buses and related equipment, and construction of bus-related facilities. The federal share is not to exceed 80 
percent of the net project cost. All federally-funded transit agencies serving the BGMPO region are eligible for these 
funds. 

• The Carbon Reduction Program is a new funding source through the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law. Funds are 
administered through the NCDOT. The program provides funds for projects that reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions from the transportation sector. These funds are a potential funding source for transit projects in the region. 

Presenter Notes
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Available State Funding Programs

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
A n a lys is

The primary state-funded transportation funding programs include ROAP and SMAP with several 
subprograms:

Rural Operating Assistance Program (ROAP)

• A state-funded public transportation program administered by the North Carolina DOT’s Integrated 
Mobility Division. Formula-based programs that fall under ROAP include:

• Elderly and Disabled Transportation Assistance Program (EDTAP)

• Employment and Transportation Assistance Program (EMPL)

• Rural General Public Program (RGP)

• Local match is not required for EDTAP and EMPL, but a minimum 10% local match is required for RGP.

• ROAP funds can be used to leverage FTA Section 5310 and 5311 funds. ACTA is a recipient of ROAP funds. 

State Maintenance Assistance Program (SMAP)

• Provides state funds designed to assist urban, small urban and regional transit service providers with 
funding the non-federal share of operational expenses.

• Funds are allocated annually through a formula. Funds can be used only for FTA Section 5307-eligible 
operating costs and cannot exceed the amount of the local fund match. 
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Link Transit Funding

Link Transit’s FY 2024 budget is $3.4 million, of which 
$2.69 million is identified for operations (the rest is 
capital). Federal funds are a major source of Link 
Transit’s funds, with 68% of Link Transit’s budget 
coming from Section 5307 and 5339 funds. 

Local funds are generated through a $5.00 vehicle 
registration fee that is collected in the City of 
Burlington (through N.C. General Statute §20-97) and 
from additional funds provided by Burlington, 
Gibsonville, Alamance County, Elon and the Alamance 
Community College. 

F u n d in g 
O p p ortu n it ies
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PART Transit Funding

PART’s FY 2024 expenditures budget identifies $7.38 
million for current express operations. PART’s Route 4 
that operates through Alamance County accounts for 
$1.25 million of this total. 

A rental vehicle tax is the primary local funding source 
for PART transit services, with some additional funds 
generated through vehicle registration fees in select 
counties (vehicle registration fees are not collected in 
Alamance County for PART). The rental vehicle 
registration fee collected in Alamance County 
generates about $200,000 each year.

Federal funds (28% of PART’s budget) comes from 
Section 5307 funds. 

F u n d in g 
O p p ortu n it ies
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ACTA Transit Funding

ACTA’s FY 2024 budget is $2.5 million, of which $1.96 
million is identified for operations (the rest is capital). 
Local funding is provided by Alamance County and 
from contracted service fees such as from DSS. ACTA’s 
2024 budget also includes $10,000 from municipal 
sources.  

Federal funds (60% of ACTA’s budget) come from 
Section 5307, 5310, 5311 and 5339 funds. Revenues 
collected from local contracted services are eligible 
for use for federal match.  

F u n d in g 
O p p ortu n it ies

60%
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Potential New Local Funding Sources

Vehicle Registration Fee: Link Transit is partially funded through a $5 vehicle registration 
fee. Current legislation would allow PART to create a special district for Alamance County 
that can collect up to $8 per vehicle in Alamance County (Article 51 in NCGS 105). This fee 
can be enacted with consent by the County Commission; no public referendum is required. 
A countywide fee is anticipated to generate at least $1 million in revenues each year. An 
increase in local funding through a vehicle registration fee can also leverage additional 
federal funds to support operations. 

¼ Cent Sales Tax: Article 43 in NCGS 105 permits a Regional Transit Authority to put a ¼ 
cent transit sales tax on the ballot for voter approval. It is anticipated this could generate at 
least $8 million in revenues each year. An increase in local funding through a ¼ cent sales 
tax can also leverage additional federal funds to support operations. 

F u n d in g 
O p p ortu n it ies

As noted on the prior pages, Link Transit, PART and ACTA receive significant funds from federal and state 
programs. There is the potential to increase funding from many of those programs by increasing the 
required local match. The ability to increase local funding is limited. There are, however, two additional 
dedicated local transit funding sources that could be available for service expansion in Alamance County. 

Further information regarding these funding opportunities is provided in Appendix B. In addition to the 
funding opportunities identified above, additional local funding could be realized through expanded 
general fund contributions by municipalities.  
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Defining Service Plan Scenarios

Stay the Course: This scenario assumes transit agencies continue to explore service expansion with local 
governments, with local funding arrangements for service expansion that is targeted towards those 
communities. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that additional local funding, combined with 
federal and state funding, is able to support up to $7 million annually for transit operations.   

Umbrella Organization: This scenario assumes the potential for implementing a $8.00 county-wide vehicle 
registration fee through PART and Article 51 legislation. As previously noted, it is estimated that this fee 
could generate at least $1 million annually. Additional local funds can be leveraged to increase federal, and 
possibly state operating assistance. For purposes of this analysis, an additional $500,000 (50%) is 
conservatively assumed in matching federal and state funds for operations, resulting in the ability to fund $8 
million annually for transit operations. Current funding sources are assumed to remain in place in this 
scenario. 

Consolidated Organization: This scenario assumes that there is the potential to eventually implement a ¼ 
cent sales tax in Alamance County through Article 43 legislation. As previously noted, a ¼ cent sales tax is 
possible through existing Transportation Authority legislation and requires voter approval. A sales tax is 
estimated to generate at least $8 million annually. Combined with the vehicle registration fee and at least 
50% matching federal/state supplemental funding for operations, it is possible to fund up to $13.5 million 
annually for transit operations without additional local funding from local governments. 

C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

Funding assumptions used to develop service plans for each organizational scenario are as follows:

The Umbrella and Consolidated Organization scenarios assume additional dedicated local funds for 
transit. Both scenarios can be advanced without those funding arrangements. Service expansion 
opportunities would be limited if that were to occur, but other benefits would still be realized such as 
improved service and funding coordination. 

Presenter Notes
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Stay the Course:
Proposed Service Improvements
This scenario assumes incremental service improvements as funding 
allows, with a total of $7 million available for annual operations costs. 
Priority improvements identified for this scenario are based on this 
project’s existing service assessment and input received from this 
project’s public outreach efforts. Proposed service improvements in this 
scenario are as follows:  

• Extend Link Transit Orange Line to Tanger Outlets in Mebane

• Implementation of OCPT’s planned Mebane Circulator

• Implementation of GoTriangle’s planned Route ODX service 
changes

• Add bus stops along Orange Route between Burlington and 
Graham

• Expand Link Transit Saturday span of service hours (6:30 am to 9:00 
pm)

• Improve Link Transit Red Route weekday frequencies to 45 minutes

• ACTA continues to provide county-wide on-demand service while 
implementing same-day trip reservation system

• No changes to PART Route 4

• Continued coordination efforts with GoTriangle and OCPT

C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

Scenario assumes no significant changes in governance 
structure or funding sources. Link Transit and ACTA continue 
to work with local municipalities to fund service expansion.

Note: Link Transit has recently initiated a Transit Development Plan (TDP) effort that will guide Link Transit’s 
service and facility investment plans over the next 5 years. Potential projects identified as part of this 
project effort should be considered as “placeholders”, until final recommendations come out of the TDP. 

Alamance
Community

College
Alamance

Reg. Medical 
Center

Tanger 
Outlets
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Umbrella Organization:
Proposed Service Improvements
This scenario assumes more substantive service improvements. With 
an umbrella organization, it is assumed that a countywide vehicle 
registration fee (through Article 51), combined with current revenue 
resources can be put in place to allow for around $8 million annually 
for transit operations. Priority improvements identified for this 
scenario include those identified for the Stay the Course, along with 
the following:

• Elon to University Commons / Alamance Regional Medical Center 
route (potential cost-sharing arrangement with Elon University)

• Pilot potential microtransit service in North Burlington with “Uber-
like” trip scheduling

• Consolidate ACTA on-demand and Link Transit ADA services

• Expand ACTA on-demand hours to weekday evenings and 
Saturdays

• Online trip planner inclusive of ACTA

• Transit payment app for ACTA, Link, and PART

• Modest passenger facility improvements at major transfer points

• Continued coordination efforts with GoTriangle and OCPT

C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

Insert Map

Scenario assumes county-wide vehicle registration fee to fund 
transit service expansion, with revenues distributed to Link Transit 

and ACTA

Tanger 
OutletsAlamance
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Alamance
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Consolidated Organization:
Proposed Local Service Improvements

C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

This scenario assumes a transformative expansion of transit service 
made possible with a ¼ cent sales tax that is dedicated towards 
transit (through Article 43). A consolidated organization with a sales 
tax, vehicle registration fees and federal and state funding sources 
can support at least $13.5 million in annual transit operations. 
Priority local service improvements identified for this scenario are: 

• New fixed route service coverage to address service gaps with 
more direct route alignments 

• Service frequency improvements:

• 30-minute frequencies on key local transit routes (Red, 
Orange and Green)

• 60-minute frequencies on all other routes 

• Expansion of weekend span of service

• New urban microtransit zones to expand coverage

• Coordinated service between fixed routes and microtransit 
zones with transfer connection points

• New transit super stops/facilities at key transfer stops

• Continued coordination efforts with GoTriangle and OCPT

Scenario assumes county-wide vehicle registration fee and ¼ cent sales tax to 
fund transit service expansion, with portion of funds distributed to PART for 

Route 4 service expansion

Alamance
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C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

Consolidated Organization:
Proposed Rural and Express/Regional 
Improvements

This scenario also assumes the following rural and 
express/regional service priority improvements are 
implemented. 
Rural Service

• Designated rural on-demand transit zones

• Defined connection points to local and regional fixed route 
transit services

• Monday through Saturday service

Express/Regional Service

• Expansion of I-40 express service to all-day to Chapel Hill 
and Greensboro

• Coordinated local service connections with regional transit 
services

Scenario assumes county-wide vehicle registration fee and ¼ 
cent sales tax to fund transit service expansion, with portion of 

revenues distributed to PART for Route 4 service expansion
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Tanger 
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Consolidated Organization Plan Highlights

C on c ep tu a l S ervic e 
P la n s

Access/Coverage
• 83,550 are within ¾ mile access to Alamance County fixed route transit 

(13% increase over existing)
• 74,250 have access to new urban microtransit zones
• 60,350 have access to restructured rural on-demand transit
• 96,700 within 3-mile access of regional service park-and-rides (no change from existing) 

Frequencies and Span
• 30 to 60-minute frequencies on all fixed routes
• All-day regional transit service
• Expansion of weekend service

Facilities
• New transit centers to better facilitate route-to-route transfers
• Bus stop access improvements 

Investment
• 100%+ increase in annual investment for transit services

A Consolidated Organization Scenario with dedicated transit funding greatly expands transit service access 
with improved coverage, better service frequencies and new facilities. 
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Scenario Funding Needs

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
A n a lys is

As noted earlier in this Tech Memo, local funds are needed to support transit, regardless of the 
governance scenario. An increase in local funds can be used to leverage additional federal and state 
funds. Assumed funding sources for each scenario are as follows:

• Stay the Course assumes no significant changes in local funding sources. Additional municipalities 
may choose to financially increase their support for transit over time, which can result in small 
increases in federal and state funds. Funding for significant service expansion and capital projects is 
unlikely. 

• Umbrella Organization assumes the potential of implementing a county-wide vehicle registration fee 
to fund transit, with continued supplemental support from the county, municipalities and other 
entities such as Alamance Community College. Modest service expansion and capital projects are 
possible under this scenario with the additional funds.

• Consolidated Organization assumes the potential of implementing a county-wide vehicle registration 
fee and a ¼ cent tax to fund transit, allowing for significant service and transit facility expansion. 
Supplemental support from the county and municipalities would not be needed under this scenario. 
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Scenario O&M Costs and Funding

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
A n a lys is

Local Funding Sources

Municipal 
General Funds

Vehicle 
Registration 

Fees
¼ penny sales 

tax

$6.0M

$8.0M

$12.8M

$7.0M

Costs expressed as 2023 dollars and reflect fully-
allocated unit costs. 

Projected annual operating costs are shown by local funding sources for each 
organizational structure option. Types of service comprising operating costs are shown in 
different colors. Estimates of service requirements are presented in this report’s 
Appendix. Costs are based on $115 per revenue-hour for fixed route and paratransit 
services, $60 per revenue-hour for on-demand and microtransit services and $177 per 
revenue-hour for express/regional services. These figures reflect fully-allocated unit costs 
and are based on current agency operating budgets.  
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Consolidated Organization Capital Requirements

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
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In addition to annual operating costs, each scenario will require capital investments. Total vehicle 
requirements for the full-build Consolidated Organization scenario are:

 13 peak/16 fleet buses for expanded fixed route service 
 4 peak/5 fleet buses for expanded express/regional service
 17 peak/20 fleet buses for microtransit and rural on-demand service

The above bus numbers are inclusive of existing service requirements and a new circulator in the Mebane 
area that complements existing the existing Orange-Alamance route operated by OCPT. 

New passenger transit facilities in the Consolidated Organizational scenario include a new regional transit 
center and transit hubs at various locations around the county. Potential transit hub locations include: 

• The Huffman Mill Road Walmart, 

• The Alamance Regional park-and-ride

• Alamance Community College, 

• Mebane Cone Health Medical Center and 

• Elon University

Other potential capital investments include a new operations / maintenance base and annual investments 
in bus stop access improvements. 

Presenter Notes
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Consolidated Organization Capital Requirements

S c en a rio F u n d in g 
A n a lys is

Potential capital costs for these vehicles and facilities are as follows:

• Additional buses - $6 million

• Transit Center/Transit Hubs - $7.5-$10 million

• New O&M Base - $15 million

• Bus Stop Access Improvements - $5 million

Total costs for capital investments could range from $30 to $35 million. Federal and State funding 
would be available to offset a substantial portion of these costs.

Buses purchases are typically funded through 80% federal funds, 10% state funds and 10% local 
funds. Funding for facilities and bus stop access improvements may require a greater share of local 
funds.

For purposes of this analysis, 25% local funding is assumed as an average local share for all capital 
requirements, resulting in a total local share of less than $10 million. These costs would be incurred 
over time as service is incrementally expanded.
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Service Plan Personas
To illustrate how each service plan scenario would impact travel 
across the BGMPO area, five characters were created to personify 
changes to typical trips in each scenario. 

These examples were based on input received from community 
members through the online survey and community meetings in 
August 2023. Their trips represented local and regional travel and 
highlighted changes with travel specific to time of day and 
location. Travel was from central and rural areas, early morning and 
late times, and for multiple travel needs. 

Because the personas were based on people with different needs, 
improvements in each scenario could be shown relative to each of 
the different travel needs. These personas were used to solicit 
feedback at open house events in October 2023.

S ervic e P la n  
P erson a s
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These personas represent several transit use cases, highlighting transit challenges and opportunities in the region.

Connie is a 
commuter living in 
Chapel Hill.

She works at Elon 
University and would 
like to take transit. 
Her typical work 
hours are 8:30 am to 
5:00 pm on 
weekdays. 

Janelle lives in 
Burlington and is 
looking for a new job. 

She would like to 
accept an offer in 
downtown  
Greensboro but is 
trying to figure out if 
she can use transit for 
her potential work 
commute.

Raphael is a stay-at-
home dad living in 
Graham. 

He typically makes 
weekly shopping trips 
to Target and 
sometimes Walmart.

Betty lives in East 
Burlington and has 
weekly trips.

She cannot walk to 
her closest bus stop 
and qualifies for ADA 
service. She has a 
weekly appointment 
at Alamance 
Regional Medical 
Center and likes to 
visit her daughter in 
Mebane every week. 

Tamara is a college 
student living in 
Saxapahaw.

She goes to 
Alamance 
Community College 
three days a week. 
She often travels from 
college to her part 
time job at Tanger 
Outlets in Mebane.

S ervic e P la n  
P erson a s

Service Plan Personas
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• Connie’s first bus trip is on PART’s Route 4, arriving at ACC at 8:30 am. 

• Connie then takes the 8:41 am trip of Link Transit’s Orange Route and transfers to 
the 9:30 am trip of Link Transit’s Blue Route. Connie arrives at Elon University at 
10:00, late for work.

• She cannot make the return trip to Chapel Hill by bus because of limited hours of 
service on PART’s Route 4. 

• With expanded local fixed bus service, Connie would be able to ride Route 4 to the 
Alamance Regional Medical Center Park & Ride and catch new Green route service 
from there to Elon University, but PART’s existing Route 4 schedule would result in a 
later arrival to work. 

• Connie would still not be able to make the return to Chapel Hill by bus because of 
limited service on PART’s Route 4.

• PART’s Route 4 expands to all-day hourly service, allowing Connie to travel to the 
Alamance Regional Medical Center Park & Ride and catching new service to Elon 
University. She can also return home by transit. 

• Additionally, fares are restructured and consolidated so that she only pays once for 
the entire trip from home to work.

Persona Scenario: Reverse Commuter Connie
Connie’s Trip: Chapel Hill to Elon University on weekdays, arriving at 8:30 am and departing around 5:00 pm. 

Umbrella Organization Scenario

Consolidated Organization Scenario

Stay the Course Scenario

Transit Path Under Consolidated Organization

S ervic e P la n  P erson a s
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Persona Scenario: New Job Janelle
Janelle’s Trip: Lives near downtown Burlington and considering a job in downtown Greensboro with 8:00 am 
to 4:00 pm work hours. 

• Janelle would need to catch either Link Transit’s Orange Route to the Graham Park 
and Ride or the Red Route to the Alamance Regional Medical Center Park and Ride. 
From there, she would catch PART’s Route 4, getting to downtown Greensboro at 
10:30 am, late for work. 

• Janelle cannot make the return trip by transit, since the last trip on Route 4 from 
downtown Greensboro departs at 3:30 pm.

• Janelle’s travel experience remains the same as under the Stay the Course scenario. 

• Janelle can travel on Link Transit to either the Graham Park & Ride or the Alamance 
Regional Park & Ride with service every 30 minutes. From there, she catches hourly 
service to downtown Greensboro. 

• Janelle is also able to make the return trip home on transit. With more frequent local 
service and expanded regional service, Janelle can make trips when she needs and 
spend less time waiting.

Umbrella Organization Scenario

Consolidated Organization Scenario

Stay the Course Scenario

Transit Path Under Consolidated Organization

S ervic e P la n  P erson a s
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Persona Scenario: Stay-at-Home Dad Raphael
Raphael’s Trip: Makes weekly shopping trips to Target, and sometimes Walmart during the midday.

• Raphael must walk from his home to the Orange Route, which does not operate in 
North Graham. More stops have been added to the Orange Route between 
Burlington and Graham, but service is still far from home and operates at 90-minute 
frequencies. Once he gets to downtown Burlington, he must transfer to the Red 
Route to get to Target.

• Assuming a 20-minute walk to catch the Orange Route, Raphael’s total travel time is 
approximately 90 minutes.

• Raphael’s trip does not change under the Umbrella scenario. He must still walk to 
the Orange Route and transfer to the Red Route to get to Target. 

• Raphael has bus service closer to his home, allowing him to catch a new route that 
takes him to downtown Burlington every 60 minutes. This new route also serves the 
Graham-Hopedale Road Walmart, should he wish to complete his shopping there. 

• To continue to Target, Raphael can make a timed transfer to the Red route which 
now operates every 30 minutes and with a more direct alignment to Target. 

Umbrella Organization Scenario

Consolidated Organization Scenario

Stay the Course Scenario

Transit Path Under Consolidated Organization

S ervic e P la n  P erson a s
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Persona Scenario: East Burlington Betty
Betty’s Trips: Weekly trips to Alamance Regional Medical Ctr. and to Mebane to visit her daughter.

• Betty is qualified to use Link Transit’s paratransit service for appointments to 
Alamance Regional Medical Center. She can make a reservation one day in advance 
with Link Transit’s My Transit Manager app. 

• Betty must call ACTA when visiting her daughter in Mebane, ACTA has implemented 
same-day reservations in this scenario, so she can make trips closer to her desired 
trip time. 

• It is important that Betty remember which agency to call when scheduling 
transportation to her medical appointments. 

• ACTA and Link Transit’s on-demand service is consolidated, simplifying Betty’s 
reservation and travel experience with one call or the use of one app.

• Betty’s travel experience to her medical appointment and her daughter’s house is 
similar to the umbrella organization scenario, with both trips being scheduled with 
one phone call or the use of one app. 

Umbrella Organization Scenario

Consolidated Organization Scenario

Stay the Course Scenario

Transit Path Under Consolidated Organization

S ervic e P la n  P erson a s
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Persona Scenario: College Student Tamara
Tamara’s Trips: Travels from Saxapahaw to ACC in the morning and from ACC to Tanger Outlets for a part-time 
job from 3:00 pm to 8:30 pm.

• Tamara schedules a trip  with ACTA to travel to ACC with ACTA’s improved same-day 
reservation system. After classes, Tamara can take Link Transit’s extended Orange 
Route to Mebane’s Tanger Outlets to her job. However, frequencies are at 90 
minutes.

• Tamara is not able to return home by transit after her shift since ACTA does not 
operate in the evenings. 

• Tamara’s trip to ACC and to her job is similar to her experience under the Stay the 
Course Scenario. For her return trip, ACTA service has been extended later into the 
evenings. Tamara can now schedule a trip on ACTA to return home at the end of her 
shift. 

• Trip planning and fare payment for both Link Transit and ACTA can be done on a 
consolidated mobile app.

• A new rural on-demand transit zone serves her home area, allowing her to use it for 
trips to and from ACC. A new local route also operates from ACC to her job at Tanger 
Outlets at more frequent (60-minute) service frequencies.

• Tamara can use the new rural on-demand transit zone to return home after her 
work shift. 

Umbrella Organization Scenario

Consolidated Organization Scenario

Stay the Course Scenario

Transit Path Under Consolidated Organization

S ervic e P la n  P erson a s
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Service Plan-Related Goals

P rojec t  Goa ls  
A ssessm en t

Project Goals Scenario 1:
Stay the Course

Scenario 2:
Umbrella 
Organization

Scenario 3:
Consolidated 
Organization

Maximize equitable 
access to transit 
services

Make transit a viable 
mode choice option for 
residents and visitors

Eliminate existing 
barriers for riders to 
travel throughout the 
entire region

Improve transit service 
performance overall in 
the region

Four service plan-related goals and objectives were established for this project after 
completion of the existing service assessment and public outreach efforts. 
Following is an assessment of how each potential scenario addresses each goal. 

Minor action toward goal

Moderate action toward goal

Signification action toward 
goal

Goal largely achieved
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Governance and Funding-Related Goals

P rojec t  Goa ls  
A ssessm en t

Project Goals Scenario 1:
Stay the Course

Scenario 2:
Umbrella 
Organization

Scenario 3:
Consolidated 
Organization

Identify opportunities 
to better coordinate 
and/or consolidate 
transit services

Provide a regional 
transit decision-
making forum

Maximize transit 
funding opportunities 
for the region

Encourage transit-
supportive land uses 
and densities

Four governance and funding-related goals and objectives were also established 
after completion of the existing service assessment and public outreach efforts. 
Following is an assessment of how each potential scenario addresses each goal. 

Minor action toward goal

Moderate action toward goal

Signification action toward 
goal

Goal largely achieved
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Local Fixed Route Service Statistics

A p p en d ix

Span of One-Way Service Frequency Vehicles Daily Annual  
Route Name Day Service Time Dist [mi.] AM Mid PM Eve Peak Total Rev.-Miles Rev.-Hrs. Rev.-Miles Rev.-Hrs.

1 Blue - Burlington/Elon Wk 5:30 am - 9:00 pm 23 6.0 60 60 60 60 1 186 15.5 47,400 4,000
Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 23 6.0 60 60 60 n/a 144 12.0 7,500 600
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

54,900 4,600
2 Red - Burlington/ Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 34 9.0 30 30 30 60 3 486 42.0 123,900 10,700

Alamance Crossisng/Med. Ctr. Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 34 9.0 30 30 30 n/a 432 36.0 22,500 1,900
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

146,400 12,600
3 Orange - Burlington/ Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 25 8.9 30 30 30 60 2 480.6 27.0 122,600 6,900

Graham/Alamance Comm. Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 25 8.9 60 60 60 n/a 213.6 12.0 11,100 600
College Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

133,700 7,500
4 Purple - Burlington/Walmart/ Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 25 6.7 60 60 60 60 1 201 15.0 51,300 3,800

Graham Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 25 6.7 60 60 60 n/a 160.8 12.0 8,400 600
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

59,700 4,400
5 Lime - Gibsosnville/ Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 49 13.1 60 60 60 60 2 391.5 30.0 99,800 7,700

Elon/Alamance Crossing Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 49 13.1 60 60 60 n/a 313.2 24.0 16,300 1,200
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

116,100 8,900
6 Yellow - Burlington / Walmart Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 24 6.5 60 60 60 60 1 195 15.0 49,700 3,800

Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 24 6.5 60 60 60 n/a 156 12.0 8,100 600
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

57,800 4,400
7 Pink - Mebane/Alamance Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 25 8.6 30 30 30 60 2 464.4 27.0 118,400 6,900

Community College Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 25 8.6 60 30 30 n/a 369.8 21.5 19,200 1,100
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

137,600 8,000

TOTALS 12 15 706,200 50,400

Existing Requirements: 301,800 22,100
Net Change: 404,400 28,300

n/a Mebance Circulator Wk 6:00 am - 9:00 pm 12 2.3 30 30 30 30 1 138 15.0 35,200 3,800
Sat 6:30 am - 6:30 pm 12 2.3 30 30 30 n/a 110.4 12.0 5,700 600
Sun n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0.0 0 0

40,900 4,400
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Microtransit and Rural On-Demand Service Statistics

A p p en d ix

Area Microtransit Zone Sq. Miles Populaton Replica Trips Vehicles Wkdy Hrs. Sat. Hrs. Annual Hrs.
Urban North 15.3 18,543 18,768 2 31 24 9,200

East 11.9 13,230 38,318 2 31 24 9,200
West 11.8 16,873 24,780 2 31 24 9,200
South 12.4 6,859 7,896 2 27.5 12 7,600
Mebance 14 19,554 43,458 2 31 24 9,200
Total 10 151.5 108 44,400

Rural North 134 25368 39,586 3 34 24 9,900
Southwest 81 20088 4,183 2 24 12 6,700
Southeast 103 14294 19,149 2 24 24 7,400
Total 7 60 24,000
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PART Route 4 All-Day Schedule and Service Statistics

A p p en d ix

Coble T.C. Greensboro Alamance Grahamomm. Colleg Mebane Eubanks Eubanks Mebane omm. Colleg Graham Alamance Greensboro Coble T.C. Next In-Serv.
Bus # Tr. Ctr. Depot P&R P&R P&R P&R PNR Layver P&R P&R P&R P&R P&R Depot Tr. Ctr. Layover Departure Time
Dist. 13.5 17.5 6.75 3.25 5.5 15.7 15.7 5.5 3.25 6.75 17.5 13.5

1 5:15 5:40 6:11 6:22 6:29 6:43 7:07 0:20 7:27 7:51 8:01 8:13 8:25 8:56 0:44 9:40 4.4
2 6:15 6:40 7:11 7:22 7:29 7:43 8:07 0:20 8:27 8:51 9:01 9:13 9:25 9:56 0:44 10:40 4.4
3 7:15 7:40 8:11 8:22 8:29 8:43 9:07 0:20 9:27 9:51 10:01 10:13 10:25 10:56 0:44 11:40 4.4
4 8:15 8:40 9:11 9:22 9:29 9:43 10:07 0:20 10:27 10:51 11:01 11:13 11:25 11:56 0:44 12:40 4.4
1 9:40 10:11 10:22 10:29 10:43 11:07 0:20 11:27 11:51 12:01 12:13 12:25 12:56 0:44 13:40 4.0
2 10:40 11:11 11:22 11:29 11:43 12:07 0:20 12:27 12:51 13:01 13:13 13:25 13:56 0:44 14:40 4.0
3 11:40 12:11 12:22 12:29 12:43 13:07 0:20 13:27 13:51 14:01 14:13 14:25 14:56 0:44 15:40 4.0
4 12:40 13:11 13:22 13:29 13:43 14:07 0:20 14:27 14:51 15:01 15:13 15:25 15:56 0:44 16:40 4.0
1 13:40 14:11 14:22 14:29 14:43 15:07 0:20 15:27 15:51 16:01 16:13 16:25 16:56 17:21 3.7
2 14:40 15:11 15:22 15:29 15:43 16:07 0:20 16:27 16:51 17:01 17:13 17:25 17:56 18:21 3.7
3 15:40 16:11 16:22 16:29 16:43 17:07 0:20 17:27 17:51 18:01 18:13 18:25 18:56 19:21 3.7
4 16:40 17:11 17:22 17:29 17:43 18:07 0:20 18:27 18:51 19:01 19:13 19:25 19:56 20:21 3.7

48.4

Prpoosed Annual Requirements: 12,342
Existing Annual Requirements: 8,000

Net Change: 4,342

Summary
Bus # Start End Total (1) Total (2) Annual

1 5:15 17:21 12:06 12.10
2 6:15 18:21 12:06 12.10
3 7:15 19:21 12:06 12.10
4 8:15 20:21 12:06 12.10

Total Hours 48.40 12,300
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Public Transportation 
Funding

Options and Opportunities for the Piedmont Triad



NOTE to Readers - 
• This document has been prepared as a reference to elected officials, 

professional staff, and planning consultants.

• There are existing studies underway, those that have been completed in 
years past, and more that are on the horizon in our Region – 

• It is viewed that a clear understanding of the current laws in North Carolina may be 
helpful for the planning processes of consultants and decisions of policy makers to 
enhance our mobility systems in the Triad Region of NC.

• Additional details are available, and examples of successful transit 
investments in NC with policy, governance, steps taken, and investments 
made can be provide by PART to our member Agencies.



“What is the status of North Carolina’s public transportation sales and use tax, as provided for in 
N.C. Gen. Stat. Art. 43? Specifically, what is the public transportation sales and use tax available to 

counties and what counties are levying the tax? ”

Article 43 of the N.C. Gen. Stat. is titled the Local Government Public Transportation Sales Tax Act. Article 43 
allows participating North Carolina counties and transportation authorities to levy a sales and use tax, the 
revenue of which must be used to fund local public transportation systems. 

• Part 1: lays out the requirements for implementing the public transportation sales and use tax, with different 
requirements applying to different counties across the state. 

• Part 2: applies to Mecklenburg County.

• Part 3: lays out requirements for Transportation Authorities

• Part 4: applies to the Triangle Regional Public Transportation Authority (consisting of Wake, Durham, and 
Orange Counties). 

• Part 5: applies to Triad Regional Public Transportation Authority (but is limited to Forsyth and Guilford 
Counties).

• Part 6: applies to all other North Carolina counties. 

Source: North Carolina General Statutes

Transit Sales Tax Revenue Options for Cities and Counties



Transit Sales Tax Revenue Options for Cities and Counties

•  The sales price of food that is exempt from the transit sales tax pursuant to G.S. 105-164.13B or to the sales 
price of a bundled transaction

• A bundled transaction is a purchase of food and non-food together. If the price of the food is 10% or less of 
the total purchase, the food is not taxed. If the price of the food exceeds 10% of the total purchase the food 
is taxable.

North Carolina counties currently levying the tax are Mecklenburg County in 1998, Durham County in 2011, 
Orange County in 2012 and Wake County in 2016.

ACTIVE Use of Transit Sales Tax in North Carolina

Source: North Carolina General Statutes



“What is the status of North Carolina’s annual municipal vehicle tax, as provided for 
by N.C. Gen. Stat. § 20-97, which permits cities to use up to five dollars of the tax on 

public transportation? “

State Taxes to Highway Fund.--All taxes levied under this Article are compensatory taxes for the use and 
privileges of the public highways of this State. The taxes collected shall be credited to the State Highway Fund. 
Except as provided in this section, no county or municipality shall levy any license or privilege tax upon any 
motor vehicle licensed by the State.

(b) Repealed by S.L. 2015-241, § 29.27A, eff. July 1, 2016.

(b1) Municipal Vehicle Tax.--A city or town may levy an annual municipal vehicle tax upon any vehicle resident 
in the city or town. The aggregate annual municipal vehicle tax levied, including any annual municipal vehicle 
tax authorized by local legislation, may not exceed thirty dollars ($30.00) per vehicle. A city or town may use 
the net proceeds from the municipal vehicle tax as follows:

(1) General purpose.--Not more than five dollars ($5.00) of the tax levied may be used for any lawful purpose.

(2) Public transportation.--Not more than five dollars ($5.00) of the tax levied may be used for financing, 
constructing, operating, and maintaining local public transportation systems. This subdivision only applies to a 
city or town that operates a public transportation system as defined in G.S. 105-550.

(3) Public streets.--The remainder of the tax levied may be used for maintaining, repairing, constructing, 
reconstructing, widening, or improving public streets in the city or town that do not form a part of the State 
highway system.

Source: North Carolina General Statutes

Municipal Vehicle Tax

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=l&originatingContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&pubNum=1077005&refType=SL&originatingDoc=I0d933aa17e1f11eaaf3d934a2ad559a0&,cite=UUID(I622EADA061-FB11E5BE0EA-CDFE3EAD0EE)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&originatingContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&pubNum=1000037&refType=LQ&originatingDoc=I0d9388c07e1f11ea983bf3bb5e5e146d&cite=NCSTS105-550


Revenue Options for Cities and Counties

• Chapter 20 Motor Vehicles. § 20-97: Max. $30 per vehicle with Max. $5 for Transit
• Article 39 First One-Cent (1 ¢) Local Government Sales and Use Tax: 1%
• Article 40 First One-Half Cent (1/2 ¢) Local Government Sales and Use Tax: 0.5%
• Article 42 Second One-Half Cent (1/2 ¢) Local Government Sales and Use Tax: 0.5%
• Article 43. Transit Tax Forsyth and Guilford ½ Cent / Alamance, Randolph, Davidson ¼ 

Cent: 0.25% to 0.5% (PART)
• Article 46 One-Quarter Cent (1/4 ¢) County Sales and Use Tax: 0.25%
• Article 50 Regional Transit Authority Vehicle Rental Tax: 5% (max.) (PART)
• Article 51 Regional Vehicle Registration: max. $8.00 (PART)
• Article 52 County Vehicle Registration: max. $7.00

Items highlighted in red are for public transportation only. All other items can be 
designated for public transportation.

Property taxes can be included in funding of public transportation, but they are not included in this 
discussion.

Source: Moraveck, Kasey, Southern Environmental Law Center. North Carolina Taxes for Public Transportation. September 15, 2023. 

“Has the North Carolina General Assembly passed any additional statutes 
that enable certain tax proceeds to fund public transportation?” 



Local Funding Options in Place and Available

“What funding options are currently being used in the Piedmont Triad and which are available?”

• Vehicle Rental Tax (PART Art. 50)
• Guilford (5%)
• Forsyth (5%)
• Alamance (5%)
• Davidson (5%)
• Davie (5%)
• Surry (5%)
• Yadkin (5%)

• Vehicle Registration Tax (PART Art. 51)
• Randolph ($1)

• Municipal Vehicle Registration (Local Ch. 20) 
• Greensboro ($30)
• High Point ($30)
• Jamestown ($30)
• Lexington ($5)
• Burlington ($5)

What’s available
• ½ and ¼ cent sales tax option available to all 

counties – subject to voter approval

• Regional Vehicle Registration – approval by County 
Commissioners

• County Vehicle Registration – approval by County 
Commissioners

• Municipal Vehicle Registration – approval by city 
council

PART is the taxing authority.

What’s being used

Source: North Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles, North Carolina Department of Revenue, PART



First the numbers

Source: North Carolina Department of Revenue, North Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles, PART

“What is the current estimate of local funds that can be generated under N.C. 
General Statues for public transportation systems in the Piedmont Triad?”



1/2 Cent Sales 

Tax

1/4 Cent Sales 

Tax

Municipal   

($5.00 max)

Regional      

($8.00 max)

County                           

($7.00 max)

Number of 

Registered 

Vehicles

Municipal 

($5.00 max)

Regional 

($8.00 max)

County            

($7.00 max)

Guilford 55,222,420$   3,436,000$       -$                                        429,500             8 0

Greensboro in place ($30) 151,572 0

High Point in place ($30) 51,785 0

Jamestown in place ($30) 9,520 0

Forsyth 38,804,136$   2,587,336$       -$                                        323,417             8 0

Winston-Salem 0 119,884             0

Kernersville 0 37,633               0

Davidson 5,680,441$     1,629,208$       -$                                        203,651             8 0

Lexington in place ($30) 71,639               0

Thomasville 0 36,135               0

Randolph 4,988,410$     1,333,680$       -$                                        166,710             8 0

Asheboro 0 47,824               0

Randleman 0 15,391               0

Alamance 13,141,205$   1,352,352$       -$                                        169,044             8 0

Burlington in place ($5) 53,108               0

Graham 0 23,305               0

Mebane 0 Total 16,400               

94,026,556$   23,810,056$   10,338,576$    128,175,188$       

Revenue Calculator 

Example #1: Using full Regional Sales Tax option and 100% of Regional Vehicle Registration Fee



1/2 Cent Sales 

Tax

1/4 Cent Sales 

Tax

Municipal   

($5.00 max)

Regional      

($8.00 max)

County                           

($7.00 max)

Number of 

Registered 

Vehicles

Municipal 

($5.00 max)

Regional 

($8.00 max)

County            

($7.00 max)

Guilford 55,222,420$   1,718,000$       -$                                        429,500             4 0

Greensboro in place ($30) 151,572 0

High Point in place ($30) 51,785 0

Jamestown in place ($30) 9,520 0

Forsyth 38,804,136$   1,293,668$       -$                                        323,417             4 0

Winston-Salem 0 119,884             0

Kernersville 0 37,633               0

Davidson 5,680,441$     814,604$          -$                                        203,651             4 0

Lexington in place ($30) 71,639               0

Thomasville 0 36,135               0

Randolph 4,988,410$     666,840$          -$                                        166,710             4 0

Asheboro 0 47,824               0

Randleman 0 15,391               0

Alamance 13,141,205$   676,176$          -$                                        169,044             4 0

Burlington in place ($5) 53,108               0

Graham 0 23,305               0

Mebane 0 Total 16,400               

94,026,556$   23,810,056$   5,169,288$       123,005,900$       

Revenue Calculator 

Example #2: Using full Regional  Sales Tax option and 50% of Regional Vehicle Registration Fee



1/2 Cent Sales 

Tax

1/4 Cent Sales 

Tax

Municipal   

($5.00 max)

Regional      

($8.00 max)

County                           

($7.00 max)

Number of 

Registered 

Vehicles

Municipal 

($5.00 max)

Regional 

($8.00 max)

County            

($7.00 max)

Guilford 55,222,420$   -$                   -$                                        429,500             0 0

Greensboro 757,860$        151,572 5

High Point 258,925$        51,785 5

Jamestown 47,600$          9,520 5

Forsyth 38,804,136$   -$                   -$                                        323,417             0 0

Winston-Salem 599,420$        119,884             5

Kernersville 188,165$        37,633               5

Davidson 5,680,441$     -$                   -$                                        203,651             0 0

Lexington 358,195$        71,639               5

Thomasville 180,675$        36,135               5

Randolph 4,988,410$     -$                   -$                                        166,710             0 0

Asheboro 239,120$        47,824               5

Randleman 76,955$          15,391               5

Alamance 13,141,205$   -$                   -$                                        169,044             0 0

Burlington 265,540$        53,108               5

Graham 116,525$        23,305               5

Mebane 82,000$          Total 16,400               5

94,026,556$   23,810,056$   3,170,980$    -$                   121,007,592$       

Revenue Calculator 

Example #3: Using full Regional Sales Tax option and 100% of Municipal Vehicle Registration Fee



Self- Driving 
Vehicles

What we have… What could be added… 

Dedicated Lanes and 
Signal Prioritization Mobility Hubs

Local BusExpress Bus Micro Mobility

TNCs
 (Ride Hailing)Taxi Single Occupancy 

Vehicle

Paratransit Walking

Biking

Vanpool / Carpool

Microtransit Streetcar

Carsharing

Bus Rapid Transit

Ferry

Commuter Rail Light Rail
Enhanced Bus

FLEX 
Routes

Shuttle Bus

What we may 
never need 

Source: PART



2021 Expenditures in Transit in the Piedmont Triad

Agency Operating Capital Total

ACTA  $      1,677,478  $          646,033  $         2,323,511 
DCTS  $      1,385,388  $          252,528  $         1,637,916 
GTA  $    21,616,804  $       1,618,895  $       23,235,699 
Guilford County  $  1,071,871  ----  $         1,071,871 
HPT  $      4,417,763  ----  $         4,417,763 
LINK  $      2,184,790  $          407,056  $         2,591,846 
PART  $  6,870,352  $  5,014,403  $       11,884,755 
WSTA  $    19,356,912  $       9,714,388  $       29,071,300 

 $58,581,358  $17,653,303  $       76,234,661 

Source: NTD 2021



North Carolina compared to the other States

• Population         9th (10,453,948) 
• Volume of Maximum Transit Service   13th
• Transit Fares and Other Directly Generated  19th
• Taxes and Fees Levied by Transit Agency   8th
• Local Transit Funding     12th
• State Transit Funding     24th
• Federal Transit Funding     19th  
• Total Transit Funding     17th ($812,038,726) 
        Per Capital Spending = $77.678

Source: NTD 2021



Historical Review of Transit Referenda

Source: PART



C on ta c t  In form a tion
Wannetta Mallette, PTP
BGMPO Administrator
BGMPO
336.513.5418
wmallette@burlingtonnc.gov

This project is supported in part by a Section 5303 grant of the 
North Carolina Department of Transportation Integrated Mobility Division.
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